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This study examined the logbook record of the Oregon trawl fishery using a

geographic information system (GIS) to determine the spatial and temporal distribution

of English sole, Pleuronectes vetulus. The original logbook data for the years

1981,1982,1994,1995,1996 were filtered twice to provide both a general description of

trends in the distribution of tows and catch parameters, and a more explicit ecological

description of English sole catch dynamics. Tow distribution maps were used as a

basis to evaluate the utility of the logbook data as a means to identify potential

locations for harvest ref ugia.

The spatial pattern of the trawl fishery changed dramatically between 1981-82

and 1994-96, although fishing activity was concentrated near ports of origin in all years.

The fleet moved offshore and northward and the species composition of tows shifted

from shallow water species toward deeper water fisheries. The English sole fishery

remained distinct from the trawl fishery, although English sole tows and yields declined.

High densities of English sole tows and the largest percentage annual English sole

catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) occurred in waters offshore Astoria, within 46 - 47°, in all

years.

Eight geographical regions were ranked according to their value to the

production of English sole and their importance to the fishery. Sites of potential harvest

ref ugia were selected based on their ability to contribute to the goal of long-term

sustainability of the English sole fishery, by providing a buffer against errors in fishery

management. Four sites were identified as potential locations, three sites in the

offshore waters of the ports of Astoria, Newport and Brookings, and a fourth site in the

nearshore zone along the Oregon coast, within the 50-fathom contour.

The study concluded that logbook data will be useful to future planning of

marine harvest refugia along the Pacific coast, because the data provide insights into

fishing behavior and the relative amounts of fishing intensity that occur in different

geographic regions. In addition, use of logbook data provide an opportunity for

involvement of the fishing industry in the marine harvest ref ugia planning.
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SELECTING LOCATIONS FOR MARINE HARVEST REFUGIA:
A GIS STUDY USING LOGBOOK DATA FROM THE OREGON

TRAWL FISHERY

1. INTRODUCTION

The question of how to effectively manage marine fisheries in a fashion

that simultaneously conserves the biotic integrity of stocks, while supplying

sustainable harvests for commercial fisheries is not easily answered. Little is

known about the dynamics of ocean productivity and the effects of environmental

variability on harvested stocks, or the impact of harvesting on the physical and

biotic components of marine ecosystems (Allison et al., 1998; Kaiser, 1998;

Gimbel,1 994). The lack of concrete answers to this question has resulted in a

worldwide decline in fishery stocks, overcapitalized fishing fleets, and a belief that

fishery policies have failed the task of effective management (NOAA, 1 996a,b;

Gimbel, 1994, MacCall, 1990). Since the 1980's managers of the Oregon

commercial groundfish fishery, have used a variety of means to curtail of the level

of harvesting in order to insure sustained catches. Despite these policies, each

passing year more species are added to the list of overlished stocks, and quotas

on these managed stocks become more severe (PFMC, 1998). With the 1996

amendment to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Management Act, groundfish

management in the West coast Pacific States has begun to look toward marine

harvest ref ugia, one class of marine reserves, as an alternative management tool.

The science of marine reserve design is in a youthful stage of

development, because ocean ecosystems have been less studied then terrestrial

ecosystems (Allison, et al. 1998; Agardi, 1997). The siting and design of

conservation reserves, either at sea or on land requires an understanding of the

ecological relationships between organisms and their environments as well as the

economic and social costs that will be incurred as a consequence.

There are many types of protected areas for marine fish. The parameters

of interest for each depend on the goals of their designers. In all cases, an



understanding of the spatial dimensions of their ecological requirements and the

environmental variability influencing their productivity and abundance is important

to gauge before particular areas can be distinguished from others as being

important to protect. Other factors which influence the selection of locations

depend on the type of human activity with which the marine areas are associated.

The human system associated with a protected area will determine the impacts

endured by its inhabitants, and possible activities which might be restricted within

its borders. In the case of marine harvest ref ugia, the system of interest is a

fishery. The Magnuson-Stevens Sustainable Fisheries and Conservation act

defines a fishery as:

(A) one or more stocks of fish which can be treated as a unit for purposes

of conservation and management and which are identified on the basis of

geographical, scientific, technical, recreational, and economic

characteristics; and (B) any fishing for such stocks.

The species of interest in a marine harvest refuge are those exploited by a

fishing fleet, and the human impacts to the marine ecosystem restricted within

refuge borders are those induced by fishing activity. This study focuses on the

dynamics of the trawl fishery for groundfish, which involves the harvest of a group

of species that live in association with the ocean floor and are caught with a trawl

net. In the text, I refer to the groundfish fishery, the trawl fishery, English sole

fishery, and other variations of the term fishery. These terms all describe some

slice of the spatial, economic, political, or biological components of one segment of

commercial harvest by the Oregon fishing industry.

A marine harvest refuge is an area within the geographic extent of fishery

waters, within which harvest activities can be controlled and biological production

can be protected. There are a variety of potential management goals for marine

harvest refugia along the coasts of Oregon, Washington, and California, including

a) insurance against fisheries management failure; b) rebuilding of depleted

populations, protection of habitat; enhancement of productivity; and facilitation of

research (PFMC, 1 999a). The appropriate number, size, and location for refugia
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depends upon which goal is selected and the number and type of species the

refuge is designed to protect.

A challenge to fishery managers will be to accurately gauge spatial and

temporal variability in the ocean to provide a baseline understanding of the

relationship between fishery species and their habitats in order to discern what

locations will most likely result in success toward what goal they do chose.

Ecosystem dynamics governing fish production are poorly understood, and

enhancement of this knowledge is restricted by the expense of obtaining spatially

and temporally comprehensive data. Additionally, locations for a harvest refuge

must be compatible with societal goals and the capacity of regulatory agencies to

enforce its borders. For this reason, it is important that refuge planning and

research be conducted in an open, collaborative environment, to incorporate the

knowledge and ideas of all stakeholders (Gubbay, 1994; Agardi, 1997). In the

case of marine harvest ref ugia in particular, where the goal is to restrict

commercial fishing, the fishing industry is an important constituency to include in

the process.

The Oregon Groundfish Fishery logbook record is one source of

information that might be helpful in the process of marine reserves designed as

harvest refugia. Logbooks from commercial fisheries contain voluminous

information over a large spatial and temporal extent, which may be useful in

identifying regions where fishers look for a particular species. The logbook record

additionally identifies areas that have been subjected to fishing pressure, and that

are important to commercial fishermen. Thus, logbook data permit an evaluation

of the effect of proposed harvest ref ugia on fishing pressure and the fishing

industry.

3



2. OBJECTIVES

This study examined the Oregon Trawl fishery logbook record using a

geographic information system (GIS) to determine the spatial and temporal

distribution of catches of one groundfish species, Pleuronectes vetulus, commonly

known as English sole.

The objectives of the study were to:

Map the spatial distribution of English sole catches in both early

(1981,1982) and recent (1994, 1995, 1996) time periods of the

trawl fishery, and relate the distributions to known ecological

parameters associated with English sole,

Identify patterns in the volume and density of English sole catches

in different areas within the extent of the fishery, in the early and

recent periods, and relate the patterns to fishery independent

estimates of English sole population trends

Delimit areas appropriate to select as locations for harvest ref ugia

for English sole, based on the patterns of catches, volume of

catches, density of catches, and ecological parameters associated

with English sole

"Productive areas" were defined as locations where English sole catches

were 1) "large" and 2) persistent. Once productive areas were identified, the type

and goal of harvest refugia were defined to then select locations to be considered,

based on the strengths and limitations of the data, as identified in the analysis. A

review of the physical and biological environment, and the historical and current

management environment of the Oregon trawl fishery is provided; to lay the

framework for the description of the dynamics of English sole catch.
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3. STUDY SITE DESCRIPTION

3.1 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The study area is a 64565-km2 area extending 746 km N/S between 40° -

48° N latitude (Figure 1). The fishery is located within the Pacific Northwest

coastal ecosystem, encompassing the rivers and streams of coastal watersheds,

estuaries, and nearshore waters out to the continental margin along the coasts of

Washington, Oregon and the portion of California north of Cape Mendocino

(Greenland, 1998). This region is part of the larger North Pacific Ocean system.

Several aspects of the physical environment affect the dynamics of the

biotic environment and therefore influence the distribution of fishing effort for

commercial groundfish species, including English sole. The oceanographic

processes driving water movement and fish production act over multiple spatial

and temporal scales. The major current system of the region is the North Pacific

gyre, a hemispheric phenomenon driven by global climate patterns and the

Coriolis force. Within localized areas, the patterns of current strength, location of

eddies, and vertical movement of water between layers is determined by small-

scale climatic events, which are highly variable and poorly understood (Allison, et

al., 1998). Three major oceanographic features influencing groundfish production

in the Oregon trawl fleet waters are; the California Current system, the Columbia

River Plume, and the geomorphology of the continental shelf and slope.

3.1.1 California Current System

The California current system is composed of the two major currents that

flow over the continental shelf and slope along the West Coast of the northern

hemisphere; the California Current and the Davidson current. The California

current flows southward just off the continental slope and is the result of a splitting

5



Figure 1: Location of Oregon Groundfish Fishery
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of the North Pacific Current at its interface with the west coast of North America

between 45 and 50 °N. The strength of the California current fluctuates according

to seasonal atmospheric conditions determined by the waning and waxing of the

North Pacific high and Aleutian lOw-pressure systems. In the summer, the North

Pacific High is the dominant pressure system the over the North Pacific, resulting

in cool winds from the north. These winds blow along the coastline and intensify

the strength of California current, and the net direction of surface water movement

is southward. A compensatory counter current, the Davidson current, forms below

the California current during the summer months, moving water at depth (below

200 meters) toward the north. As fall passes and winter develops, the Aleutian

low-pressure system becomes the more dominant driver of winds over the

coastline, bringing counter-clockwise cyclonic winds from the south and

southwest. The Davidson current strengthens and shifts eastward over the

continental shelf, pushing warm water from the lower latitudes inshore, and the net

movement of surface waters is northward.

The California Current system plays a pivotal role in the dynamics of the

fishery for two reasons. In the spring the California current serves as an instigator

of offshore Ekman flow. The Ekman currents produce upwelling pulses throughout

the spring and summer, which bring cold, nutrient-rich waters up from depth,

providing inputs for annual primary production. Primary productivity provides the

basis for the pelagic and benthic food webs, which form the two major production

systems for marine fish. Additionally, the currents of the California current system

transport water, nutrients, and organisms between north and south regions of the

ecosystem, which may facilitate their delivery to important nursery areas or

facilitate seasonal migrations.

3.1.2 Columbia River Plume

The seasonal pattern of freshwater inputs is another important physical

component of the coastal waters of the Pacific Northwest that influences fish



production. Freshwater input in the region utilized by the Oregon trawl fleet, comes

from precipitation and discharge from six major rivers; the Chehalis, Columbia,

Umpqua, Rogue, Coos and Coquille. River discharge brings nutrients, sediments,

and a volume of freshwater, and creates a density gradient across which nutrients

are slowly incorporated into the marine environment as a result of mixing. The

Columbia River is the most influential contributor accounting for more than 80

percent of the fresh water entering the sea in the region between the Strait of Juan

de Fuca and the San Francisco Bay (Greenland, 1998; Pruter, A. T. and Alverson,

D.L., 1972)

The Columbia River plume refers to the volume of freshwater, or effluent,

that radiates offshore from the mouth of the Columbia River Estuary. The seasonal

dynamics of the Columbia River plume affect the productivity of Pacific Northwest

coastal waters by influencing the distribution of nutrients, salinity, and the strength

and size of upwelling currents (Bottom et al. 1998). The shape and size of the

plume are determined by the volume of water discharged and the seasonal

behavior of the geostrophic and wind-driven currents. In the summer, the plume

extends southward as far as Cape Mendocino, drawn offshore and parallel to the

coast by the California current (Figure 2). In the fall, southerly surface winds

increase the rate of mixing offshore and push seawater north and shoreward.

The summer southward alignment creates a dampening of offshore Ekman

flow, affecting the zone of influence of upwelling fronts. Intensive upwelling can

displace the plume seaward. The shape and size of the plume and the upwelling

front influence the formation of localized circulation systems. These local systems

retain nutrients in the nearshore area and may prevent advection of eggs and

larvae in the plankton out to sea (Bottom et al., 1998). This situation is conducive

to secondary production, which is a source of inputs to the benthic food web, upon

which groundfish species depend.



Figure 2: Columbia River Plume

Shape of the Columbia River Plume in the summer. Numbers indicate surface
density of water (sigma-t). Arrows indicate micro-scale currents within the plume,
created by density, temperature and salinity gradients.

(Adapted from Landry, J. R. Postel, W.K. Peterson, and J. Newman. 1989. Broad
Scale Patterns of Hydrographic variables in the Washington/Oregon Shelf In
Coastal Oceanography of Washington and Oregon, eds. M.R. Landry and B.M
Hickey, 1-40. New York: Elsevier, (Bottom, 0. et al, 1998)
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3.1.2 Coastal and Seabed Geomorphology

Another component of the physical environment that is relevant to the

dynamics of the groundfish fishery is the geomorphology of the seabed and

coastline. The topography and sediment types of the shelf and slope influence the

distribution of the different groundfish species. Additionally, these factors act in

combination with the geomorphology of the coastline to influence spatial variability

in the formation of localized currents, which are the transport mechanism for eggs

and larvae from the sea to the estuaries and nearshore nurseries. Coastal

promontories may be correlated with locations conducive to upwelling (Bottom et

al., 1998; Greenland 1998).

The continental shelf off the coasts of Oregon and Washington and north of

Cape Mendocino is an accretionary wedge, formed from erosional deposition of

the shore and the scraping of the Juan de Fuca Plate as it is subducted beneath

the North American plate. It is thought that the relatively smooth coastline of

Oregon and Washington relative to that of California may explain the moderate

nature of upwelling systems of the Pacific Northwest system relative to the

stronger upwelling conditions that occur along the Californian system to the south

(Bottom et al., 1998; Greenland, 1998). In the waters of the trawl fishery, upwelling

areas are of moderate intensity with the exception of the region south of Cape

Blanco, a promontory, and a region somewhat removed from the blocking effects

of the Columbia plume which receives the strongest offshore Ekman transport and

upwelling along the entire coast (Gabriel, 1983; Bottom et al., 1998).

Geomorphological parameters of the seabed show both east-west and

north-south gradients. The width of the shelf widens, and the continental slope

becomes more gradual, from south to north (Figure 3). Depth contours create a

east-west gradient of sediment types, influenced by subsurface topography.

Ocean floor rock types include Pleistocene and Miocene siltstones, claystones and

mudstones. The shelf and slope gradient is broken up by a series of canyons and

uplifted banks. Shelf and slope sediments range from rocky slabs to boulders,

cobble, sand and mud. In general, grain size decreases with depth, although bank

12



Figure 3: Geomorphological Features within the Oregon Groundfish Fishery
System
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and slope areas have considerable heterogeneity of sediment types within small

locales (Hixon, et al. 1991).

Submarine banks are a fundamental component of the Oregon Trawl

fishery as they provide the habitat for the majority of commercially valuable fish

species. The physical characteristics of the banks affect decisions made by

fishers, as they influence both the species inhabiting them, (Hixon, et al, 1991) and

the ability of the net to fish. The banks along the Oregon continental shelf are

composed of mudstone and siltstone with minor fine-grained sandstone and

undifferentiated sedimentary rocks, and some interbedded volcanic and

volcaniclastic rocks (Peterson and KuIm, 1986). Flat banks composed of sand

and muds post limited threats to fishing boats pulling nets along the bottom,

however extremely rocky banks may deter fishing, as nets can get caught beneath

boulders. A hung up net is a potentially expensive hazard as it can result in the

loss of a net, a boat, and/or the life of a crew member. Important bank areas are,

from north to south, Needham Bank, to the west of Tillamook, Daisy and Stonewall

Banks offshore of Newport, Perpetua and Heceta Banks, between Newport and

Coos Bay, Coquille Bank between Coos Bay and Cape Blanco, and Rouge River

Reef, off the shore of Gold Beach (Figure 3). Submarine canyons are thought to

enhance upwelling in their vicinity, amplify the strength of tidal currents in the

vicinity of estuaries, and encourage localized eddy formation. The Juan De Fuca,

Gray's, and Astoria Canyons are found within the shelf areas exploited by the

Oregon groundfish fleet and are located in the northern extent of the fishery

offshore from the Strait of Juan de Fuca, Gray's Harbor and the Columbia River

respectively (Figure 3).

3.2 BIOTIC ENVIRONMENT

The species composition of marine communities inhabiting fishery waters

over the Pacific Northwest continental shelf and slope is dynamic, reflecting its

location within the California current. The California current system is transitional

ecotone, juxtaposed between two major biotic assemblage groups to the north and
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south; the Subarctic assemblage, associated with the cold, nutrient rich waters of

the Alaska gyre system, and the Central Pelagic faunal group of the warm-water

Central Pacific gyre system. The result is a mélange of plant, fish, and

invertebrate species from north and south that are intermixed with endemic coastal

species (Bottom et al., 1998).

Large-scale temporal and spatial dynamics of these communities within the

Pacific Northwest coastal waters are regulated by the relative strength of the

California and Davidson currents, which contribute to the larval pool from which

fishery species are recruited. The variability in current strength is itself dependent

on atmospheric conditions

and oscillations of global climate cycles, such as El Nino-Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) events (Greenland, 1998; Bottom, 1998).

Local scale variability in species composition over time has been attributed

to latitudinal variation in the degree of upwelling (Gabriel, 1983) and the degree of

habitat heterogeneity (Stein, et al., 1992; Hixon, et al., 1991; Hixon and Tissot,

1992). Areas that experience strong summer upwelling are associated with a

higher diversity of species composition within assemblage type from year to year

(Gabriel, 1983).

Demersal fishes are the primary component of the Groundfish fishery and

are distinguished from the other fishes of the marine environment through their

habitat, on or just above the seabed. These fishes are tied into benthic

production, which takes place in the sea floor sediments and is driven by

decomposition of organic matter by bacteria. Benthic production may be more

predictable and stable over time in comparison to plankton-based production,

which relies on the seasonal input of nutrients and solar radiation. Benthic

production is also more stable spatially, as it is imbedded in seafloor surface

sediments and is relatively immobile, in comparison to the dynamic movements of

the water column (Gabriel, 1983).

The various life forms associated with the groundfish fishery can be broadly

generalized as belonging to one of three classes: 1) Rockfish, members of the

Scorponidae family, which are named for their habitat affinity, 2) Flatfish, including

soles and flounders, which lie on the seafloor surface, and 3) Roundfish, which are
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a lumped group that are demersal fish but are neither flatfish or rockfish, (e.g.

Sablefish and Lingcod).

Depth appears to be the most important variable determining species

composition, though many other habitat variables (temperature, salinity, sediment

type) are correlated with depth (Gabriel, 1983; Jay, 1997, Lee, 1997). A list of

fishes categorized either deep water or shallow water species by various authors

is included in the appendix, segregated by their depth association (Appendix 1).

Three main assemblages within the trawl fishery divided by depth include 1) a

deep-water complex associated with catches of Dover sole, sablefish and

thornyheads 2) a rockfish assemblage associated with intermediate depths, and 3)

a flathsh assemblage, associated with shallow water depths (Pikitch 1992, Lee,

1997). Species within these general depth assemblages may be either broadly

distributed between the northern and southern reaches or more patchily distributed

in association with substrate features (Gabriel 1983; Stein, et al., 1992; Hixon, et

al., 1991; Hixon and Tissot, 1992).

English sole inhabit Northeastern Pacific coastal waters from Alaska to

Baja California, and are distributed over sand and mud bottoms at depths of up to

250 fathoms (450 meters) (NMFS,1998). The majority of fishery landings of

English sole coast wide are north of Monterey, California. Many separate stocks

of the species have been identified; and the Oregon trawl fishery exploits two of

these stocks. The geographical separation between the two Oregon stocks is near

the Oregon I California border (NMFS, 1998). Spawning for the northern

population occurs between January and April, with peak spawning in March. The

spawning period for the southern population, extending from near Brookings to

Eureka, California, is more extended, occurring between September and May.

Seasonal offshore migrations are coincident with time of spawning, occurring in

the late fall, winter and early spring. Mean spawning depth on the Oregon shelf is

estimated to be between 40 - 50 fathoms (Hewitt, 1980) over soft bottom

substrates (NMFS, 1998).

Tidal currents are believed to be the mechanism for transporting English

sole larvae from offshore spawning locations to the nearshore surface waters

(NMFS, 1998). After hatching, larvae metamorphose into their benthic form and

settle to the bottom, either in the protected nearshore areas, or within estuarine
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and bay habitats, where they remain for about a year before they begin to move to

deeper waters. Juveniles also may undergo seasonal migrations back to the

estuaries and shallow coastal areas for summer feeding within the first two years.

Size and age at maturity are sex-specific, as growth rates are different for

males and females after one year. Females mature between 4 to 5 years,

reaching an average length of 310 mm, and males mature between 2 to 3 years

with an average length of 220 mm. Females make up the majority of the English

sole landings in the fishery, as males rarely obtain marketable sizes (NMFS,

1998).

Two authors have hypothesized that English sole populations appear to

tolerate density increases within their range, rather than move into areas

previously unoccupied by English sole (Sampson, 1995; Jay, 1997). A 1992 stock

assessment of English sole populations in the continental shelf waters off Oregon,

Washington and California estimated a ten-fold increase in fish abundance over

the period 1977 1992. Northern Oregon, between 47°30' 45°30' contained the

largest portion of that abundance increase (Sampson, 1995). High concentrations

of small fish were found between 30-50 fathoms, and concentrations of adult fish

were found within a depth zone between 160-180 fathoms (Sampson, 1995).

3.3. MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT

A description of the historical development of the Oregon Groundfish

fishery is useful for two reasons, 1) It provides a context for the maps of the trawl

fishery, and 2) It provides an explanation of the changing practices and policies

which have led to the recent interest in marine reserves as a management tool.

The important changes which have taken place through the course of the

development of the Groundfish trawl fishery off the coast of Oregon are 1) an

expansion of the numbers of vessels in the fleet, 2) an increase in the number of

species exploited by the fishery, and 3) an expansion of the areal extent of the

waters exploited by the fleet. Throughout the evolution of the fisheries of the

United States, the federal government has been a major driver in the development
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of the industry and its management policy. Two major federal legislative events

that have played an important role are the passing of the Magnuson-Stevens act in

1977, and its subsequent amendment in 1996. Although the dominant policy has

been to invest in and support the fisheries, more recently, that policy has been

complicated by attempts to regulate harvests in the interests of preventing and

reducing overfishing. Overfishing is the condition plaguing many stocks of

commercial groundfish species in Oregon and nationwide, and is defined as:

'The act of fishing at such a rate that the capacity of a fishery to produce

on a sustainable level is placed in jeopardy (NOAA, 1 996b)."

3.3.1 Pre- Magnuson Act (1930-1976)

The trawl fishery for groundfish in Oregon began in thel 930's as a

government attempt to combat the depressed economic climate of the Nation.

Federal investment was intensified during the World War II to meet wartime food

demand (Sampson, et al, 1997). In the decades following the war, demand fell,

and state and federal governments intervened to help promote local markets for

fish products to bolster the new industry (Preuter, 1972). In 1945, 73 Oregon

trawling vessels were in operation, mainly out of the ports of Astoria and Coos Bay

(Sampson, et al., 1997). Up until the late 1970's, primary landings of the fleet

were flatfish species from the nearshore waters (Sampson, et al, 1997; PFMC,

1998). In this early period, the jurisdiction of fishing and management authority

was restricted to coastal states, out to 12 miles (19.3 km). Fishing operations by

foreign fleets from Russia, China, Poland, Spain and Portugal occurred further

offshore in international waters and was unregulated (Pruter, A., 1972).



3.3.2 Post-Magnuson Act (1977-1996)

The period between 1977-1996 is one of great dynamism in the Oregon

trawl fishery and in the United States fisheries in general, due to the establishment

of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in 1977. The establishment of a National

EEZ was facilitated through the passing of the Magnuson Act by the United States

Congress in 1976. This act designated the Nation's coastal waters between 3

and 200 miles (4.8 - 322.1 km) offshore, and assigned sovereign rights to fish and

fishery management authority in these waters to the United States (NOAA, 1 996b).

The passing of the Magnuson Act is significant for many reasons. Firstly,

the coastal waters over the continental shelf came within the jurisdiction of the

United States government. This changed the status of marine fishery products

from open-access resources, with no management regime, to common-property

resources, controlled by the federal government (Gimbel, 1994). Secondly, it

provided incentive for a push for investment in the fishing industry, to provide the

necessary manpower and capital to replace the foreign vessels, markets and

profits, with American vessels, markets and profits. Thirdly, the act created a

management framework, which institutionalized collaboration between the federal

and state fisheries regulation agencies, and fishing industry representatives.

Since 1977, authority over fishery regulations has been split between the

Secretary of Commerce, via the National Marine Fisheries Service, and eight

regional management councils, formulated to coordinate conservation and

development mandates with the goals and needs of the coastal states. The

regional councils are composed of representatives from state agencies, fishermen,

and Native American groups from the states within their region. Oregon is a

member of the Pacific Fisheries Management Council (PFMC), which coordinates

fisheries management for the states of Oregon, Washington, California, and Idaho.

The Pacific Fisheries Management Council divided the regional fishery into four

management areas. The Oregon fishery falls within two of these management

areas; the Columbia area, from 470 30' to 43° and Eureka area, from 43° - 40° 30'.

(Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission Management Areas

Adapted from Pacific Coast Groundfish Fishery, Stock Assessment and Fishery
Evaluation (SAFE) document for 1998. (PFMC, 1998)
Source map displays skewed projection.
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The Magnuson-Stevens Act specified the standards for the conservation

and management of the Nation's fisheries, mandating that;

'[These] measures shall prevent overt ishing while achieving, on a

continuing basis, the optimum yield from each fishery for the United States fishing

industry' (NOAA, 1 999b)

The creation of regional Fishery Management Plans (FMP's) for each

fishery facilitated the formulation of the harvest regulatory policy. The Magnuson-

Stevens act provided the guidelines for the construction of the FMP. Through the

FMP, the councils were mandated to collect data, track the biological status of the

stocks, and prevent or reduce overtishing via the enumeration of the Acceptable

Biological Catch (ABC) for each stock (NOAA, 1 996b). The value of the ABC was

calculated on the basis of the appropriate amount of harvest that would sustain the

production capacity of the stock. This harvest quantity was then converted to a

value that reflected the Optimum Yield (OY) for the stock, or the amount that the

Council approved for harvest. The value of the OY differed from the ABC as it was

determined by the both the health of the stock and the needs of the industry. The

language of the act pointed to the problematic dual-allegiance instituted through

the passing of the Magnuson-Stevens act, which promoted both the harvest for

profit of commercial species, and the conservation of their productive capacity.

The first functioning FMP for Groundfish under the authority of the PFMC

was instituted in 1983 (PFMC, 1998). Despite the initiation of harvest regulations,

the Oregon groundfish fishery expanded rapidly the first decade following the

Magnuson-Stevens Act, and harvests quickly exceeded the maximum sustainable

limit set by FMP (PFMC, 1998). Statewide groundfish landings (including all gear

groups) increased over 40 percent between 1981 and 1996, with an average of

32813 metric tons for the years 1981-1989, and 74351 metric tons between 1990-

1996 (PFMC, 1998). The species composition also changed, largely as a result of

the addition of two new midwater trawl fisheries. The midwater fishery for widow

rockfish in 1979 resulted in the replacement of flatfish by rockfish as the dominant

component of catch biomass (Sampson, et al, 1997; PFMC, 1998). The midwater

Whiting fishery, which began in 1990, also significantly changed the species

composition of the Groundfish landings and fromi 990 - 1996, represented nearly

60 percent of the Groundfish landings (PFMC, 1998).
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The management philosophy of the PFMC toward groundfish stocks was,

from the beginning, to maintain a year-round fishery while staying under the

acceptable biological catch for all species for each year (PFMC, 1 999b). This goal

structured the design of the Groundfish FMP, which instigated trip limits as the

primary means for monitoring the amount of harvest through the year. Trip limits

set the maximum weight of a single species or complex that could be landed per

boat in any one fishing trip, designed to distribute the quota over many months, in

order to prevent the closure of a fishery early in the season. Since the inception of

the FMP in 1983, three fisheries; widow rockfish (WID), Pacific Ocean perch

(POP), and the Sebastes complex have been consistently closely regulated by

quotas and of concern of the PFMC (PFMC, 1998). Over time, species from the

deepwater complex (Dover, sablefish, and thornyheads) and lingcod were added

to the list of species managed by a quota and trip limits (PFMC, 1998).

English sole catch has never been regulated as a single species with its

own trip limit and the acceptable biological catch (ABC) for the species has never

been exceeded in any of the four management areas within the PFMC. The

northern areas have always received the greatest portion of the ABC. In 1983 the

ABC for English sole was set to 4500 metric tons (mt), divided among the four

management areas with 2000 mt allotted to the Columbia region between 43° -

47°30' N (Figure 4). In 1985 the ABC was reduced to 1500 mt and then increased

in 1987 to 1900 mt and remained at that level through 1992 with no specific

allotment for individual management areas. In 1992, a stock assessment was

done using information from the fishery and from the fishery-independent National

Marine Fisheries Triennial Shelf surveys. The stock assessment concluded that

between 1977-1992, the English sole population had increased dramatically and

that a tenfold increase in harvest would be possible for the English sole fishery

without risking overfishing. In 1994, the ABC was increased to 3100 mt, split

between the northern management areas, Columbia and Vancouver, and the two

southern areas, Eureka and Monterey where it has remained (PFMC, 1998).



3.3.3. 1996 Amendment to the Magnuson-Stevens Act

The system of setting numerical harvest limits has been the dominant form

of regulating fishing by controlling the volume of biomass removed from the ocean

by the fleet since the first Groundfish Management plan in 1983. A negative result

of this management dogma has been the problem of bycatch. Bycatch refers to

fish caught in the fishing gear of a boat that were thrown back overboard for either

economic, or regulatory reasons (NOAA, 1 999a). One example of regulatory

bycatch is when a skipper overshoots his trip limit for a particular species.

Because the skipper will not be able to sell the bycatch, or might be fined for

having it, it goes overboard. In the trawl fishery, bycatch is a significant problem,

as the volume of catch is quite large and is often composed of a wide variety of

species that occur together in the sea. As the trawl fleet represents over half the

groundfish fleet, the problem of bycatch has meant that managers have not had

accurate estimates for the amount of fishing pressure experienced by the

overfished stocks. This problem has received a great deal of attention nationwide

and significantly contributed to efforts to amend the Fishery Management plan at

the National level, as it became apparent that management had been narrowly

managing single stocks although most fishing had been of a multispecies nature.

In 1996, the Magnuson-Stevens Act was amended to incorporate more

stringent conservation requirements into the directives of the FMP. The

amendments reflect the trend away from management based on numerical models

of single species, toward ecosystem management. A primary reflection of this

change is the FMP direct attention to the concern of bycatch and the protection of

habitat (PFMC, 1 999a). It is this amendment that has opened the door to the

consideration of permanent closed areas (harvest ref ugia), as a potential

management tool. In May of 1998, a collection of designations of essential fish

habitat (EFH) for 83 species managed under the PFMC Fishery Management Plan

was compiled. This provided the groundwork for future research to determine

how marine reserve networks could be established off the coasts of Oregon,

California and Washington (NMFS, 1998). The habitat committee of the PFMC

has been given the task of deciding how to define the goals and geographic
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boundaries of harvest refugia off the coasts of Oregon, Washington, and

California.
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 LOGBOOK DATA

Five years of logbook data from the Oregon Groundfish trawl fishery were

chosen for this study. The years 1981 and 1982 were chosen to represent the

period of the earliest logbook records, and the more recent logbook record is

represented by the years 1994- 1996. For all logbook records, the vessel

identification numbers were removed to ensure the anonymity of the commercial

vessels. The fundamental unit used for the study is a single logbook record, which

represents one fishing event, a tow or a haul, for a vessel of the trawl fleet. The

word tow refers to the incidence of a fishing event, (i.e. English sole tow is a

fishing event which caught English sole) and the word catch relates to some

aspect of the contents within the tow (i.e. an English sole catch of more than 300

pounds) A catch parameter is a variable associated with a tow that is recorded in

the logbooks. The catch parameters of the records analyzed were: Port, Date,

Depth, Latitude, Longitude, Tow Duration, and Adjusted catch weights for 34

species categories. The selected fields were chosen in order to make the analysis

of the data sets comparable for different years. Appendix 2 lists the fields for the

1981 and 82 record set, the fields for the 1994, 1995, and 1996 data set, and the

fields selected for use in this study.

This study presents an analysis of the relative catch weights of a species

between disparate years and uses a system of coordinate mapping to identify

locations important to that species, English Sole was chosen for three reasons: 1)

It is a demersal fish, relatively sedentary in relation to other species 2) PFMC

Logbook records of English sole catch weights are comparable with biomass

estimates taken from NMFS triennial survey records for the years 1977-1989

(Starr and Fox, 1997), and 3) The tows which catch English sole are of relatively

short duration, allowing for more accurate mapping than from long tows.

The logbook provides a broad spatiotemporal range useful for distribution

studies, but does not meet the standards of objectivity normally required for
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ecological studies. The sampling technique of the fishery is not standardized

across vessels, gear types, fishing strategies, or changes in the regulation

environment. To standardize the data so that records were comparable within

years and among years, a set of filtering criteria was applied to the original

records. The following section describes various dimensions of the logbook data

to provide an understanding as to how the filtering criteria were selected.

4.1.1. Data Recorded At Sea

Vessels in the groundfish trawl fleet use three major net types; midwater

nets, bottom nets with roller gear, and bottom nets with mud gear. Each net type

fishes differently and therefore "samples" a different component of the marine

ecosystem. Skippers record the type of gear used in the logbook along with their

estimated weights (hailed weight) for each species in the marketable portion of the

catch at sea. Records are taken on a tow-by tow basis, where one tow represents

a fishing event, the period of time in which the net is in place and actively fishing.

Each tow entry (one record) lists the stating and ending coordinates, the length of

time spent fishing (tow length), and the starting depth of the location where the tow

began.

4.1.2. Data Generated on Land

Once the boat has returned to the dock, the catch is unloaded and each

market class is weighed by the fish processor and recorded as the landings for

that vessel. The landings refer to the total weight in each market class for one

fishing trip, and are recorded on a 'fish ticket', which is sent to the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). The fish ticket therefore reflects the

actual weights for a collection of logbook entries, summed for one fishing trip.
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Logbook data are entered into a mainframe computer in Portland at the

ODFW Newport office and additional fields are added. Coordinates provided by

the instruments on the ship are transformed in to decimal degrees if necessary.

The weight of each species is adjusted to account for discrepancies between the

hailed weights recorded by the fishers for each tow, and the landed weights for the

fishing trip recorded by the buyers at the dock.

4.1.3. Important Differences Between the 1981-82 and 1994-1996
Data Sets

Over the course of time some coding changes and data fields have

changed with technological advances and changing management needs. The

number of fields and categories differ for the logbook record post and prior to

1988. The 1981-1982 data set contains a total of 45 fields, including 30 species

categories. The 1994-1996 records contain 97 field categories, including 34

species categories. In general, the post-i 988 record includes many more fields

that describe the location and behavior of the boat as it fishes, including depart

and return ports, geographical blocks and regions, a net depth in addition to

bottom depth, and information about the crew, fuel, gear, and target species

(Appendix ii). Important differences are the inclusion of a trip category code in the

later years, and the differences between the market species.

Prior to 1988, the hailed weights recorded by the fishers were removed

from the database during processing, and records with gross discrepancies

between adjusted and hailed weights were automatically removed from the digital

logbook (Fox, 1999, pers. comm). In the later years, the hailed weight column

remained and the comparisons between the hailed and adjusted weights were

assigned a trip category code according to the quality of the record (Sampson et

al, 1997). Because of the differences between the two systems, the 1994-1996

data sets have a large number of records that would have been removed by the

processing system in the earlier years. This was accounted for in this study by

data filtering steps, which retained only the records coded for the highest

correspondence between the hailed and adjusted weights. Because no hailed
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weights were available for the early years, adjusted weights were used in the

analysis.

Overall fishery yields were compared between the 1981-82 and 1994-96

data sets in this study, even though the number and division of species classes

changed between the two periods, due to changes in market categories and the

need for better information for fishery management. For example, rockfish landings

were initially coded in the logbook in species-groups, i.e. miscellaneous rockfish,

unless an individual species was fished in such a way that it had to be managed

separately. In the 1994-96 data set, many more of the rockfish species were

managed separately, and though they were recorded as miscellaneous rockfish in

1981-82, they were removed from that category and had unique fields in the later

logbooks. Although exact comparisons between rockfishes were difficult to make,

all species fields for all market categories for both periods were maintained in the

analysis. This is appropriate for this study as the differences are illustrative of

changes in the fishery, and because the most important aspect of the tows for this

study was the presence and abundance of English sole in the catch. English sole

remained a unique market category in both periods, and can therefore be more

easily compared. Other differences that affect comparisons in catch weights, such

as vessel size and power, and improvements in fishing technology were not

accounted for.

To get a logbook- independent look at the trends in landings in the years

1981-1996, annual Oregon yields from the Pacific Fishery Management Council

(PFMC) 1998 "Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation" (SAFE) document were

graphed for a group of important groundfish species. The price per pound of these

species was then calculated using tabulated values of annual landings and

monetary values for the years 1981-1996 from the SAFE document for 1998;

tables 15 and 16 (PFMC, 1998).



4.2. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM

The study was conducted using Arc View 3.1 in conjunction with Microsoft

Excel 97 on a Windows NT machine. Logbook records were transformed into

shapefiles using the starting locations of tows. A shapefile is the data format used

by ArcView, which codes points, lines, and areas with their location information,

and enables them to be registered in space and appear on a digital map. The

shapefile format allowed each point location to be linked to other non-spatial

attribute fields of the logbook record. ArcView functions used in this study were;

Spatial & Database Query, Point Mapping, Gridding, and Buffering. These

functions were performed on shapef lIes for each filtered set of data for each of the

five sample years; 1981,1982,1994,1995,1996.

The steps of the analysis are depicted in Figure 5. The analysis was

conducted using two sets of data, which were filtered from the original logbook

records to meet the objectives stated above. The maps and statistics from the

FILTER 1 data set summarize general descriptions of the Overall Fishery and the

English sole fishery within it to determine: 1) if catches for the Groundfish fishery

(Overall fishery) were consistent between years and 2) if the English sole tows

were distinct from the Overall fishery. The maps and statistics from the FILTER 2

data set were created to look at English sole catches on a finer scale in order to

evaluate their corroboration with known ecological distribution of English sole and

productivity trends, as indicated in the scientific literature.

4.2.1. Data Filtering and Descriptive Statistics

The logbook data files were registered in the GIS utilizing the Spatial

Analyst extension in ArcView, and were added as an "Event theme" by their

geographic coordinates. Spatial querying allowed the GIS to locate tows within a

particular location or spatial extent. Database querying for non spatial attributes is
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FIGURE 5: Flow Diagram of Analysis
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Table 1: Number of records (tows) removed by 11 filtering steps.

Steps 1-7 prepared the data set for statistical analysis and Distribution Maps
(General Description, FILTER 1 Data Set)

Steps 8-11 prepared the data set for Seasonal Distribution Maps and the

Productivity Maps (Ecological Description, FILTER 2 Data Set)



Filter 1: General Description

TABLE 1: Filtering Sequence Results

Number of Records Removed in Each Year

1981 1982 1994 1995 1996

35

1. latitide longitude = (0,0)

2.depth=0

3.date=0
4. on land

0

0

5

408

0

0

0

214

1319

20

2

314

1520

12

0

168

1685

46

0

152

5. outside 126 W longitude 15 26 42 35 65

6. duration < 1 hour 704 953 1415 1301 1218

7.gross=0 0 0 848 811 737

Total records removed 1129 1200 3656 3487 3524

Initial Number of Records 14165 17856 21575 18641 18972

Remaining N (Fl Data Set) 13036 16656 17919 15154 15448

Remaining Percentage 92% 93% 83% 81% 81%

Average for Period 93% 82%

Filter 2: Ecological Description

8.duration>3 hours 2958 5099 10074 8774 8757

9. depth > 250 fathoms 863 1494 4643 4239 4289

10. trip category =2 0 0 590 383 469

11. midwater tows 0 0 1184 925 918

total records removed 3371 5860 11867 10231 10224

Remaining N (F2 Data Set) 9665 10796 6052 4923 5224

Remaining Percentage from Original

Set 68% 60% 28% 26% 28%

Average for Period 64% 27%
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a feature of the ArcView software and allows the user to see the location of the

tows found in the query and to; select a subset of, delete, or add to records

brought up by the query.

The FILTER 1 data set was used to evaluate a "General description" for the

fishery (Figure 5). The filter sequence excluded only gross errors in the original

logbook record. Records removed included those for which there were no entries

or zero entries for location (Table 1; step 1), depth (Table 1; step 2), gross catch

volume (Table 1; step 7) or date (Table 1; step 7). All tows of a recorded duration

of less than one hour were assumed to involve failure of the fishing net, and were

therefore removed (Table 1; step 6). Points from outside the 126 °W, 400480 N

boundaries were also removed (Table 1; step 4,5).

The FILTER 2 data set was used to evaluate the "Ecological description"

(Figure 5) of English sole catches, as the filtering sequence excluded all records

inconsistent with catch parameters associated with English sole. The FILTER 2

data set removed all midwater tows, tows greater than three hours in duration, and

tows with depths greater than 250 fm (450 meters). This step was done in order to

more succinctly map the location of English sole in the study site so that patterns

of seasonal distribution and productivity could be analyzed using a more accurate

set of data relating specifically to English sole.

The tow duration limit was placed as a way to enhance the precision of the

tow location. The proximity of the location where the fish was caught in relation to

the starting location of the tow is more difficult to discern with long tow duration.

Long tows are also associated with deep-sea fisheries, thornyheads, sablefish and

Dover sole. As English sole has a depth range of <1 to 250 fathoms, (NMFS,

1998) it would therefore not be a component of a deep sea catch unless it started

or ended in shallow water. Average tow speed for shallow water tows is

approximately 2 knots (3.7 kilometers per hour) (Hettman, 1996 pers. Comm.) As

the FILTER 2 data set only included tows between 1 - 3 hours duration, this would

put the maximum spatial error in the vicinity of 11.2 kilometers (3.7 kilometers per

hour X 3 hours). In addition, the 1994-96 data set was filtered to remove all tows

with a trip category of 2 in order to bring the accuracy of the adjusted weights up to

the standard of the earlier years (See above; Important Differences Between the

1981-82 and 1994-1996 Data Sets).
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The first filter created a data set representing 93 percent of the original

data for the early eighties and 82 percent for the mid nineties logbook record

(Table 1). The reduction in tows for this first filter was primarily due to removing

records with inaccurate geographical coordinates and removing tows of less than

one hour (Table 1; step 1,6). The later years had more location errors due to a

large percentage of tows containing longitude/latitude coordinates of (0,0).

The second filter reduced this percentage to 64 for the early eighties and

down to 27 percent in the nineties sample (Table 1). Both of these reductions are

attributed primarily to the removal of tows with greater than three hours duration

(Table 1; step 8). This is especially influential in the later years. The sharp

decline in the nineties data set relative to the earlier years is also due to the large

numbers of records coded with a trip category of 2 (Table 1; step 10).

Descriptive statistics were generated using the "Data Analysis/Descriptive

Statistics" module in Microsoft Excel by importing the database files generated in

ArcView from the filtering process. This function creates an output table of the

mean, median, standard deviation, sum and count for records within fields

selected by the user. The catch parameters evaluated were port, depth, latitude,

tow duration, and species composition. An additional field, the catch-per-unit

effort, (CPUE) was created to standardize the catch weights among logbook

records with different tow durations. The CPUE values represent the adjusted

weight of each species in the tow, divided by the number of hours spent fishing

during that tow. Descriptive statistics were created for two time periods, the

combined 1981-82 data set, and a later year set, calculated for the combined

1994-94 data sets. One set of descriptive statistics was produced to describe

catch parameters for all tows in the fishery, referred to as 'Overall Fishery'. A

separate analysis was conducted to describe the catch parameters for the tows

that contained English sole as a component of the catch, referred to as "English

Tows"(Figure 5a).

To estimate the relative amounts of English sole caught within different

locations, the average CPUE was calculated for records within the FILTER 2 data

set for each latitudinal increment in each year (Figure 5a). A Pivot table was

created in Excel to calculate the relative percentages of the annual catch per unit

effort landed by boats fishing within 1° latitudinal increments. Pivot tables are a
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feature of Microsoft Excel 97 that calculate summary statistics for records by

sorting them into bins of common variable combinations specified by the user. A

field was added to the FILTER 2 data set to label each record according to its

location based on the first two digits of the latitude coordinate. That way a record

of 43.0001 and a record of 43.9999 were both categorized as belonging to the 43

latitudinal increment. The records from each FILTER 2 data set were binned by

their "Latitude Increment" value and the catch per unit effort (CPUE) was summed

for each one, expressed in metric tons. These numbers were then averaged for

1981 and 1982, and then for 1994 through 1996.

4.2.2. Map Creation

Maps were created utilizing Arc View 3.1. Two sets of maps from the

FILTER I Data set for each year were created and three sets were created from

the FILTER 2 Data Set to allow for a visUal comparison of temporal and spatial

changes in the fishery between the 1981-82 and 1994-96 data sets. The FILTER

1 set was used to make point maps (Figure 5b) representing;

Distribution of Tows, for the Overall Fishery, and for English Tows

Tow Distribution by Port, for both Overall Fishery and English Sole tows.

The FILTER 2 Maps (Figure 5c, d) were

Point Maps of the Seasonal Distribution of Tows

Point Maps of High Weight Catches (LARGE Catches) of English Sole

Gridded Chioropleth Maps of Tow Densities

All maps were projected in decimal degrees, and distances were measured

in kilometers. No attempt was made to correct distances to compensate for

currents or wind direction. Depth contours were shown in units of fathoms (1

fathom = 6 feet = 1.8 meters), as this corresponded with the depth units in the

logbooks, and because it is a relevant unit of measurement for the fishing industry

and managers.



4.2.2.1. Point Maps

For all point maps, the color-coding utility in Arc View allowed for the ability

to choose color schemes for the points and depth contours that would best

represent the different themes to be highlighted. In most cases, the font size of

the points was 2, as this was the smallest size available. The maps are

representations of the relative juxtaposition of the tows to one another and to the

surrounding physical environment, but the resolution is somewhat limited by the

extent of the study area relative to the spatial pattern of the tows.

The point maps for English sole tows were created by overlaying the point

files for English tows on top of the point files for the overall fishery in both Point

Map 1 and Point Map 2 distribution maps (Figure 5b,c). English sole tows

depicted in the maps are those in which ten pounds or more were caught. This

was an arbitrary cut off based on my knowledge of the likely lower limit of a catch,

and was supported by employees at ODFW (Dave Fox, pers. Comm.). Tows less

than 10 pounds may actually be an artifact of the calculation of adjusted weights

during the logbook processing by ODFW.

Database query in ArcView was used to create the FILTER 2 maps which

depicted the seasonal distribution of English sole tows and the distribution of

LARGE catches (Figure 5c). The winter and summer maps were created by

querying the GIS to select 2-6 month groups; May - October for summer tows,

and November - April for winter tows. For the LARGE catches maps, a threshold

amount of 500 pounds of English sole was arbitrarily assigned to represent "large"

catches. The query retrieved the records of English catches 500 lbs. GIS

plotted the distribution of large catches as an overlay for the other English catches

in the FILTER 2 data set that ranged from 10-499 lbs. These points were buffered

with an 11.2 km radius to represent spatial error and the buffered points for all

years were combined on a single map to identify regions of overlap.
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4.2.2.2. Chloroleth Maps

To look at the pattern of tow densities in different regions of the fishery, the

point data from the FILTER 2 data set was gridded in ArcView using the Spatial

Analyst module and the function 'Convert to grid'. The cell size of the grid was 0.2

X 0 which corresponds to an average grid cell size of 16 km X 22.2 km, or an

area of 394 km2, roughly equivalent to the estimated errors in locations of tows,

(i.e., circle of ± 11.2 km radius, or 352km2). The actual cell sizes of each grid cell

varied with location, and are tabulated in Appendix Ill. The map extent for the

common grid was 10 columns X 40 rows, roughly 176,000 km2.

Two sets of maps depicting the number of catches in each 352 km2 grid

cell were constructed for each year for two classes of tows; Overall Fishery tows

and English sole tows (Figure 5d). The "Neighborhood Statistic" function in

ArcView was used to sum the number of points in each individual FILTER 2

shapefile within each grid cell. Grid cells with tow densities of less than 10 points

per cell were removed. A similar protocol was followed by Sampson, (1995) in a

study that measured tow densities in geographic blocks using NMFS survey data,

though his blocks were larger than 0.2 X °.2.

An additional set of chloropleth maps for each year were created using the

'Map Calculator' feature of the Spatial Analyst module. This third set mapped the

number of English sole tows as a proportion of all tows within each grid cell.
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5. RESULTS

5.1. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

5.1.1. Safe Document

The annual landings and price per pound for a set of important Oregon

groundfish species over the years 1981 - 1996 from the 1998 SAFE document

provide a look at the relative contribution of different species in the Oregon

groundfish fishery (trawl and other gear groups) over time (Figure 6). In general,

landings of most species declined between 1981-1996 (Figure 6a) with the

exception of thornyheads, which showed a significant increase in landings after

1988, but then leveled off and began to decline in 1994. The value-per-pound of

most species shown increased over the time period(Figure 6b). This was most

notably the case for sablefish and thornyheads, two deepwater species, and

Petrale sole, a median depth flathsh species often caught with English sole.

English sole, Dover sole and Widow rockfish prices remained steady by

comparison. Sablefish and thornyheads sold for $0.23 and $0.16 per pound in

1982 when English sole sold for $0.33. By 1996, the value for English had only

risen to $0.34 per pound while sablefish and thornyheads sold for $1.50 and $0.86

per pound respectively (Figure 6b).

5.1.2. Logbook Data

5.1.2.1. Overall Fishery

The statistical analysis of the FILTER 1 data set for the Overall Fishery

indicates many changes have taken place in the Groundfish fishery between the
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Figure 6: Prices and Landings of Important Groundfish Species, 1981 - 1996

Values reflect the amounts landed by all gear types, and will therefore be higher
than those tabulated for the trawl fleet by itself. Values do not include landings
from the Joint-Venture fishery. The landing values are the combined landings for
all vessels which sold their fish in Oregon ports and therefore represent more
fishing effort than is documented in the logbooks, as all fisheries (trawl and other)
are included.

Price per pound of different groundfish species were calculated using tabulated
values of annual landings and monetary values for the years 1981-i 996 from the
PFMC's Status of the Pacific Coast Groundfish Fishery, Stock Assessment and
Fishery Evaluation (SAFE) document for 1998; tables 15 and 16 (PFMC, 1998).
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early eighties and the mid nineties, particularly with respect to prices, volumes,

and amount of time spent fishing. The total number of tows (i.e., number of fishing

events), was greater in 1994-96 but was only roughly 10 percent higher than 1981-

82. However, the number of hours spent fishing nearly doubled, from 40341 hours

in 1981-82, to 78489 hours in 1994-96. Catch volume increased nearly 6 times

from 11652 metric tons (mt) for 1981-82 to 71376 mt for 1994-96 (Table 2a).

The species composition in the tows changed dramatically as well from the

early 80's to the 90's. In 1981-82 Dover sole was the primary component of the

harvest; it was present in 71 percent of the tows, and represented 31 percent of

the biomass(Table 2a). Miscellaneous rockfish was also important: it was present

in 66 % of catches and represented 28 percent of the biomass. Sablefish, Pacific

Ocean perch (a type of rockfish) and Petrale sole, each represented less than ten

percent of the catch in the 1980's while Lingcod, Petrale sole, and English sole,

ranked 3rd 4th and 5I in frequency of catch.

In the 1994-1996, Whiting accounted for an overwhelming majority,

representing 83 percent of the biomass of the Groundfish fishery (Table 2b). The

remaining biomass was composed of a mixture of rockfish, Dover sole and

Sablefish. Thornyheads (longspine and shortspine combined) were the most

frequently caught species in 1994-96 (they occurred in 69 percent of the tows),

while Dover sole occurred in 61 percent of the tows. Sablefish and Rex sole

increased in frequency from 1981-82 to 1994-96, while Petrale sole and English

sole became less frequent (Table 2b).

The depth of tows in the 1994-96 Overall fishery reflected the changes in

species composition Mean tow depth and range of depths increased between

1981-82 and 1994-96. The average increased from 98 fathoms to 195 fathoms,

and the range between the shallow tows and deepwater tows increased 60 % from

478 fathoms in 1981-82 to 849 fathoms in 1994-96 (Table 2c). Tows in shallow

water (< 50 fm) decreased from 31 to 7 %between 1981-82 and 1994-94. Tows in

1994-1996 were 2.2 hours longer on average than in 1981-82, while the standard

deviation increased to almost 4 hours(Table 2d).

In 1981-82, 54% of tows occurred north of the 440 parallel, however by

1994-96, this proportion had increased to 78% (Table 2e). Astoria was the

dominant port in both 1981-82 and 1994-96, with almost 40 percent of tows (Table
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2f). In the early eighties, Coos Bay (Charleston) was the second most active port,

with 30 percent of the tows belonging to its fleet, followed by Newport (18 percent)

and Brookings (11 percent). Newport increased its relative contribution

considerably in the 1994-96 period, and accounted for 32 percent of the fishery

while Coos Bay (Charleston) and Brookings both declined in importance, with a

combined percentage of 22 percent, down from 41 percent in the 1981-82 period

(Table 2f).

5.1.2.2 English Sole Tows

For both periods, the English sole was distinct from the groundfish fishery

as a whole, but followed similar trends. In general, tow lengths were shorter,

occurred within a more shallow depth range, with conspecifics that are associated

with a shallow depth distribution.

Overall, English sole tows declined over the period between 1981-82 and

1994-96. The percentage of tows in the FILTER 1 data set that contained at least

10 pounds of English sole went from 55 percent, in 1981-82, down to 40 percent in

1994-96. Mean yield of English sole also decreased between the two periods,

from 199 mt/hr in 1981 -82 to 107 mt/hr in 1994-96 (Table 3a).

Species composition of English sole tows was quite similar in 1981-82 and

1994-96. The relative frequency of lingcod and miscellaneous rockfish decreased

slightly(Table 3b).

The average depth for English sole tows increased from 64 fathoms in

1981-82, to 144 fathoms in the 1994-96 data set and the percentage within 50

fathoms declined a dramatic 33 percent (Table 3c). Median tow duration for

English sole tows also increased from 2.5 to 3.0 hours between the two periods,

whereas the median tow length increased from 2.6 to 3.7 hours (Tables 3d, 2d).

English tows also shifted northward, following the same trend in the Overall



Table 2: Catch Parameters for the Overall Fishery

Table 2 contributes to the "General Description" of fishery trends in the years
1981-82 and 1994-95 by providing an overview of catch parameters for all
Groundfish trawl tows within the FILTER 1 Data Set.

Six categories of catch parameters are summarized for these years;
Fishing Effort
Dominant Species*

Depth
Tow Duration
Tow Frequency Within Latitudinal Increments
Tow Frequency by Port

*percent Incidence in the Dominant Species category refers to the frequency in
which different species appeared in individual tows
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TABLE 2: Catch Parameters for the Overall Fishery

Fishing Effort

Mean Number of Tows

Fishing Hours

Mean Yield (metric tons)
Mean CPUE (metric
tons/hour)

Dominant Species

Percent of Total Biomass

Percent Incidence

14846

40341

11652

4763

Dover Sole (31)

Misc. Rockfish(28)

Sablefish(8)
Pacific Ocean

Perch(7)

Petrale(4)

Dover Sole(71)

Misc. Rockfish(66)

Ling Cod(61)

Petrale Sole(58)

English Sole(55)

16174

78489

71376

28227

Whiting(83)

Widow Rockfish(4)

Yellowtail Rockfish(3)

Dover SoIe(2)

Sablefish(0.9)

Thornyheads(69)

Dover Sole (61)

Sablefish(54)

Rex SoIe(44)

Petrale / English Sole(43)
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(c) Depth

Range (fathoms) 477.7 849.3

Average (fathoms) 97.6 195.1

St. Deviation (fathoms) 81.6 154.8

Percentage within 200 fm 88% 65%

Percentage within 50 fm 31% 7%

(d) Tow Duration

Average (hours) 2.7 4.9

St Deviation(hours) 1.0 3.7

Median (hours) 2.6 3.7

1981 -82 1994-96



Table 2. continued

Latitude: Percentage of tows found within 10 Latitudinal Increments

48

N(tows) % N(tows) %

48-49 87 1% 450 3%

47-48 404 2% 1750 11%

46-47 4422 31 % 4060 25%

45-46 1092 7% 2255 14%

44-45 2020 13% 4020 25%

43-44 3782 25% 2056 13%

42-43 2655 18% 1180 7%

41-42 387 3% 402 3%

(f) Ports

N(tows) % N (tows)

Astoria 5447 37% 6105 38%

Tillamook 289 2% 719 4%

Newport 2673 18% 5192 32%

Florence 0 0% 124 1%

Coos Bay-Charleston 4413 30% 2829 17%

Winchester Bay 336 2% 0 0%

Brookings 1689 11% 862 5%



Table 3: Catch Parameters for the English Sole Fishery

Table 3 contributes to the "General Description" of fishery trends in the years
1981-82 and 1994-95 by providing an overview of catch parameters for all English
sole tows within the FILTER 1 Data Set.

English sole Tows are those in which 10 pounds of English sole biomass was
incident in the catch of groundfish trawl tows, thus reducing the number of records
in the FILTER 1 data set to those that reflect the fishery for English sole

Six categories of catch parameters are summarized for these years;
Fishing Effort summed for the portion of tows where English sole was
incident
Dominant Species*
Depth of English sole tows
Tow Duration of English sole tows
English sole Tow Frequency Within Latitudinal Increments
English sole Tow Frequency by Port

* Percent Incidence in the category (a) refers to the frequency in which different
species appeared in tows that caught English sole.
English sole was incident in 100 percent of the tows, but English sole biomass
percentages varied
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TABLE 3: Catch Parameters for the English Sole Fishery

Dover Sole(26)
Misc. Rockfish(1 8)
English Sole(1 0)

Petrale SoIe(9)
Rex Sole(7)

Percent Incidence
Petrale Sole(72))

Ling Cod(71)

Misc. Rockfish(66)

Dover Sole(65)

Rex Sole (60)

Yellowtail
Rockfish(1 5)

Dover Sole(1 4)
Widow Rockfish(1 3)
Small Rockfish(6)
English Sole(6)

Petrale Sole(71)

Dover Sole(68)

Rex Sole(60)

Ling Cod(55)

Misc. Rockfish(48)
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(c) Depth

Range (fathoms) 435 792
Average (fathoms) 64 144

Avg St. Deviation (fathoms) 53 125

Percentage within 200 fm 92% 88%

Percentage within 50 fm 50% 17%

(d) Tow Duration
Average (hours) 2.6 4.1

Avg St Deviation 0.9 3.3

Median (hours) 2.5 3.0

1981-82 1994-96

(a) Fishing Effort
Number of Tows 10 lbs + English 7214 4118
Fishing Hours (English Sole Tows) 18787 15966
Percent of English Tows in FILTER1
Data Set 49 25
Mean Yield English Sole (metric tons) 474 263

Mean CPUE English Sole (mt/hr) 198 106

(b) Dominant Species
Percent of Total Volume
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Table 3. Continued.
Latitude: Percentage of English Sole tows found within Latitudinal

Increments

N(tows) % N(tows) %

48-49 44 1% 96 2%
47-48 179 2% 376 9%
46-47 2731 38% 1149 28%

45-46 415 6% 487 12%

44-45 1081 15% 997 24%

43-44 1140 16% 641 16%

42-43 1389 19% 360 9%
41-42 259 4% 12 0%
(f) Ports

N(tows) % N(tows) %

Astoria 3203 44% 1615 39%

Tillamook 109 2% 240 6%
Newport 1288 18% 1122 27%

Florence 0 0% 91 2%

Coos Bay-Charleston 1515 21% 859 21%

Winchester Bay 124 2% 0 0%
Brookings 1031 14% 120 3%



Fishery: in 1981-82, 50 % of catches occurred north of 440 but by 1994-96, this

proportion increased to 64%. However, the proportion of catches between 46° -

47° N fell dramatically, from 36 % in 1981-82 to 18% in 1994-96 (Table 3e).

5.2. DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

5.2.1. Point Maps for the Overall Fishery

In the 1981-82 period, Groundfish tows occurred mainly inshore of the 200-

fathom contour, many within the 50-fathom contour (Figure 7). Tows were

primarily in middle and southern portions of the study area, clustered in the vicinity

of the ports of Astoria, Newport, Coos Bay and Brookings (the four top ranked

ports, see Table 2 )with intervening areas of low tow density (Figure 7a). In 1994-

96, fishing effort extended beyond the 200-fathom contour line and all areas

between ports were fished(Figure 7b). Depths inshore of the 50 fathoms were

relatively devoid of tows. The 1981-82 maps display the beginnings of the trends

by the Oregon trawlers into waters offshore of Washington state, north to Juan De

Fuca Canyon, and west of the 50-fathom line (Figure 7b). One commonality noted

between the two maps was the lack of fishing in the vicinity of the 50-fathom

contour oft of Newport, extending southward toward Heceta bank (Figure 7a,b).

Fishing activity was concentrated near ports of origin in all years, with

vessels from southern ports fishing in southern waters, and vessels from northern

ports fishing in northern waters (Figure 8 a,b). The amount of overlap was minimal

in the 1981 and 1982 maps, but as the fishery expanded in 1994-96, overlapping

fishing areas appeared more prevalent, occurring in a northwest direction (Figure

8b). The degree of overlap appeared to increase within the three year period

between 1994-1996, especially to the west of the 50 fathom contour between the

Columbia River Estuary and Tillamook Bay (Figures 4, 8b). The Tillamook and
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FIGURE 7: Overall Fishery Tow Distribution
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FIGURE 8: Overall Fishery: Tow Distribution coded by Port

Maps the distribution of all groundfish tows coded with colors representing six
Oregon ports. For 1994-96, tows are coded by their depart port.
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Newport fleets were largely responsible for the overlap, however, the Tillamook

fleet expanded fishing activity within the area of the port, whereas Newport vessels

expanded northwest from the port. (Figure 8b).

5.2.2. Point Maps for English Sole

The distribution of English sole catches within the FILTER 1 data set

resembled the trends seen in the Overall Fishery maps, but tows were even more

concentrated at depths less than 100 fm and in the vicinity of ports (Figure 9a,b).

In 1981 -82, most of the tows in the fishery caught English sole. In 1981, the

English tows were within the 50-fathom contour line and just outside the mouth of

the Columbia River at Astoria, and just south of Cape Blanco, this pattern diffused

slightly in 1982 (Figure 9a).

In 1994-96 English sole tows were much less dense than 1981 -82, and

were concentrated between 50 100 fathoms, shifted markedly to the north, and

had essentially disappeared off the coast of Brookings and around Cape Blanco

(Figure 9b). The inshore areas, which contained the densest concentrations of

English sole in 1981-82, had relatively lower frequencies in 1994-1996 (Figure 9).

From 1994 to 1996, concentration of the fishery in the nearshore area diffused

particularly in the Astoria and Newport region(Figure 9b). The relative dominance

of ports in the English sole fishery is similar to that for the overall fishery, and

reflects the increased dominance of northern ports and the greatly reduced

importance of Brookings (Figure 1 Oa,b).

The seasonal distribution of English sole in the FILTER 2 data set reflected

the seasonal distribution of fishing effort in general but showed an inshore/offshore

trend(Figure 1 la,b). In the summer months, in both periods, tows were within 50

fathoms, a pattern most pronounced in the early eighties (Figure 11 a,b), and were

somewhat concentrated near Astoria and Nehalem bank (Figures 4, 12a,b). In all

the years represented, the area just south of the mouth of the Columbia and north

of Tillamook head maintained dense concentrations of English tows during the

summer months (Figure 11 a,b).



FIGURE 9: English Sole Tow Distribution

Maps the locations in which 10 lbs or more of English sole were caUght, within the
FILTER 1 data set for the Overall Groundfish fishery depicted in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 10: English Sole Tow Distribution, Coded By Port

Maps English sole tows within FILTER 1 Data Set by port.
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Figure 11: Summer English Tow Distribution

Tows within FILTER 2 tows which caught English sole in May - October are
mapped on the background of the depth contours in order to more adequately
describe the subtleties of their distribution within the physical environment of the
continental shelf and slope.

Tows which did not catch English sole are not shown.
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Figure 12: Winter English sole Tow Distribution

Tows within FILTER 2 data set which caught English sole in November - April are
mapped on the background of the depth contours in order to more adequately
describe the subtleties of their distribution within the physical environment of the
continental shelf and slope.

Tows which did not catch English sole are not shown.
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In the winter, the same area was devoid of any fishing activity (Figure

1 2a,b). The winter displacement of effort differed somewhat between the 1981-82

period and the 1994-96 period. In 1981-82 winter tows in the Astoria region

shifted away from the coast, and although some catches were made within 50

fathoms, relatively more were made in the 50 - 100 fm depths than the summer

months of 1981-82 (Figure 1 2a). In contrast, winter of 1994-96, distribution of

effort shifted offshore and northward,from just south of the mouth of the Columbia,

to the north, offshore of Cape Shoalwater (Figures 4, 13b).

5.3. PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS

5.3.1. LARGE Catches Point Maps

The subset of English tows of 500-lbs./hr created several clustered

groupings and with somewhat consistent locations in many of the years mapped

(Figures 13, 14). Large catches occurred offshore of Cape Blanco and Brookings

in 1981-82, off of Astoria in all years, and in areas offshore of Cape Elizabeth and

Cape Flattery in 1982,1994,1995,1996 (Figures 4, 13a,b). In 1994 and 1996 large

catches were persistently located offshore north of Cape Perpetua. (Figures 4, 13

b). The most discernable overlap between buffered points in 1981-82 and 1994-

96 occurred in the region extending form the mouth of the Columbia River (Figure

14)



Figure 13: Distribution of LARGE English Catches

The LARGE Catches map contributes to the "Ecological Description" of English
sole tow distributions, and includes only those tows within the FILTER 2 Data set.

The distribution of English tows within the FILTER 2 Data set are coded according
to the weight of English sole biomass in each tow.

Each point representing a tow of 500 pounds or more is depicted in pink and
buffered by an 10 (11 km) radius, approximating the spatial error associated with
that point

The English tows 500 were coded yellow, at a font size of 2, and the LARGE
catches were coded with a font size of 3, to help them be seen.

Tows which did not catch English sole are not shown.
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Figure 14: Buffered LARGE CATCHES: Overlay
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5.3.2. Geographic Distribution of Biomass Removed

The latitudinal increment 46°-47° N, which contained the port of Astoria,

had the largest percentage of English sole tows in both periods, and also

represented the largest proportion of English CPUE in both 1981-82 and 1994-96

(Table 4). In 1981 -82 period, 47% of English sole CPUE within the FILTER 2 data

set was removed from this increment. In 1994-96 the 46°-47° N percentage was

reduced to 40%. Just to the north, the area within 470 48° N increased an

impressive 18 percent between the two periods; from 2 percent in 1981-82 to 20

percent in 1994-96 (Table 4).

In general, the latitudinal distribution of English sole biomass in trawl

catches followed the patterns of relative effort, with the exception of the 47°-48°

latitudinal increment. This region received only 13 percent of the number of tows

in 1994-96, but caught 20 percent of the total catch. This contrasts with the

increment between 44° 45° N that also caught nearly 20 percent of the CPUE, but

with twice the number of tows.

5.3.3. Chloropleth Maps: Overall Fishery Tow Density

Point maps may mask information as tows within close proximity to one

another may result in them not being seen as distinct from each other due to the

spatial resolution of the map. Chioropleth maps from the FILTER 2 data set

provide a quantification of the magnitude of fishing activity in a particular area.

Patterns of tow density within °.2 X °.2 grids created for the Overall Fishery

reflected the general trends of the point maps (Figure 7), catch densities were

greatest closest to shore in 1981-82 and shifted slightly offshore in 1994-96

(Figure 15). Fishing effort remained most concentrated in the waters closest to

ports; Astoria maintained high densities in each year, tow densities near Newport

increased between 1981-82 and 1994-96 and tow densities near Coos Bay and

Brookings declined in the same period.
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Table 4: Percent of English Sole CPUE by Latitudinal Increment

(FILTER 2 DATA SET)

81-82 94-96

72

Latitudinal

Increment

TOWS CPUE TOWS CPUE

N % (mt/hr) % N % (mt/hr) %

48-49 38 1% 0.4 0% 70 4% 5 6%

47-48 125 2% 2.8 2% 247 13% 17 20%

46-47 2459 43% 79.9 47% 781 40% 33 40%

45-46 270 5% 7.7 4% 206 10% 5 5%

44-45 765 13% 21.8 13% 490 25% 16 19%

43-44 693 12% 11.9 7% 208 11% 4 5%

42-43 1114 20% 38.8 23% 99 5% 3 4%

41-42 248 4% 8.1 5% 4 0% 0 0%

Total 5710 100% 171 100% 2105 107% 83 100%
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In general, tow densities within the grid cells decline over the entire extent

of the fishery. The proportion of heavily fished areas (> 100 tows/grid cell)

appears to narrow between the 1981-82 fishery and the 1994-96 fishery. In 1981-

82, tow densities are highest with many cells greater than 100 tows per cell (Figure

15a). 1n1994-96, there is a marked decline in the number of high-density cells

(Figure 15b).

5.3.4. Chloropleth Maps: English Sole Tow Density,
English Sole Tow Proportions

The distribution of high-density English catch grid cells (Figure 16) was

similar to the distribution of the high Overall catch densities depicted in Figure 15.

Most of the grid cells were between 10-1 00 English tows per cell, with small

clusters of cells representing 101 English tows or more. However, in 1994-96

period, there are considerably fewer cells with high tow densities in the same

areas where the Overall fishing effort was high (Figure 16b). Within the square

shapes outlined in white, (Figure 16, a, b) there is a distinct decline between 1981-

82 and 1994-96 in the number of and range of higher density gird cells (cells with

over 100 tows).

In all years, the proportion of English sole within most grid cells was high,

as many of the grid cells had at least 25% of the tows in the 0.2 X 0.2 km2 cells

resulted in an English sole catch (Figure 17 a,b) The distribution of the range of

tow densities in the 1981-82 maps showed, a westward trending pattern of

declining proportions of English sole. Cells with the highest catch densities (from

75-100 percent) were generally the most shoreward cells, followed by second tier

in the cells directly east (in the 50-75 percent range), and the seaward portion of

the box was filled with even lower density cells (from 25 - 50 percent) (Figure 17

a). In the 1994-96 maps no particular trend appeared, however there were a

larger number of cells with the lowest density classification than in 1981-82 maps

(Figure 17 b).



Figure 15: Overall Tow Density

All tows in the FILTER 2 data set were mapped according to the number of times a
trawl occurred within 0.2 X °2 grid cells.
The tows include both successful English sole tows, and tows that did not contain
English sole.
Different colors represent tow abundance increments, from 10 tows per cell to over
500 tows per cell.
Density classifications are standardized across all years, although the 1994-96
grids are derived from a much smaller number of data points than the 1981-82
grids.
For purposes of comparison, groups of grid cells that were consistently fished and
resulted in a relatively high density of tows were outlined in white.
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Figure 16: English Sole Tow Density

English sole tows in the FILTER 2 data set were mapped according to their
frequency within °.2 X 0.2 grid cells. The densities do not include tows that did not
contain English sole.
Different colors represent tow abundance increments, from 10 tows per cell to over
500 tows per cell.
Density classifications are standardized across all years, although the 1994-96
grids are derived from a much smaller number of data points than the 1981-82
grids.
The groups of grid cells that were outlined in white on the Overall Fishery maps
were maintained on these maps for purposes of comparison.
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Figure 17: English Sole Tow Proportions

English tow densities are expressed as a proportion of the Overall Tows from the
FILTER 2 Data Set within 0.2 X 0.2 grid cells.
This was done in order to reduce bias in catch density classifications depicted in
Figures 15 and 16, due to the unequal number of records in different years. See
Table 1 to compare the number of Records within each year following the second
filtering sequence (Ecological Description, FILTER 2 Data Set)
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6. DISCUSSION

This study attempted to use logbook data as a means to incorporate

Oregon trawl fishery data into research targeted toward a management objective:

the identification of sites within Oregon waters which would be appropriate for

consideration as a harvest ref ugia for English sole. This section reviews the

findings of the study in order to evaluate the utility of the data as a source for such

an endeavor. Part 1 of this section analyses the correspondence between the

findings of the study and the information provided by fishery literature regarding

habitat parameters and abundance trends of English sole. Part 2 of the discussion

employs a set of selection criteria adapted to one particular type of harvest refuge

to chose sites within Oregon fishery waters. The criteria were selected on the

basis of the strengths and limitations of the data source.

6.1 PART 1: DISTRIBUTION AND PRODUCTIVITY OF ENGLISH SOLE
ALONG THE CONTINENTAL SHELF

Dramatic changes in the Overall fishery occurred between 1981-82 and

1994-96. These changes reflect the evolution of a well-developed fishery. The

geographical boundaries of the trawl fishery expanded northward and seaward

and the spatial expansion was accompanied by increased levels of fishing activity,

illustrated by the increases in annual yields and the number of hours spent fishing.

The changes in the trawl fishery reduced effort inshore however, and consequently

induced a reduction of effort within the English sole fishery in 1994-96. Despite

this new focus, the distribution and catch characteristics of English sole tows were

distinct and were maintained in both 1981-82 and 1994-96. Patterns in the

English sole fishery reflect the geographical distribution of both ecological features

associated with the biology of English sole, and patterns induced by

characteristics of trawl fleet behaviors in the shallow regions of the groundfish

fishery.
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6.1.1 Ecological Influences on English Sole Distribution Patterns

English sole tow distributions (Figures 10, 12, 13 17) appear to coincide

with habitat parameters associated with this flatfish species. The pattern in the

1981-82 English sole proportion maps (Figure 1 7a), best reflected what would be

expected for this fishery species; catch rates declined with depth. The densest

concentrations of tows in this period were located near estuaries, in the area within

the predominantly sand or mud sediments of the low slope regions within the 50-

fathom contour (Figures 4, lOa, 17a.).

The English sole tow distribution in bank areas showed a slight north-south

trend. Stonewall and Daisy bank, rock banks of high relief, and were marked by

an absence of English sole catches in their vicinity (Figures 4, 10-13). The more

gradual nature of the southern banks, particularly Heceta and Coquille Banks,

results in intermittent patches of relatively flat mud, sand, and pebble surfaces,

conducive to English sole habitation. English sole tows were distributed in areas

of Heceta and Coquille Banks, in the Heceta Valley region (Figure 3, Figures 10-

13). The successful English tows were also found on Needham bank in the north,

which is characterized by a relatively homogenous, mud surface of low relief

(Hixon, et al 1991).

English catch locations may also be influenced by the seasonal migration

patterns of adult fish. The small embayment between the Columbia River and

Tillamook head best reflected seasonal migration trends (Figure 3). In both 1981-

82 and 1994-96, this area showed a high incidence of English sole tows in the

summer, (Figure 11 a,b). In the winter, English sole tows disappeared from this

embayment region, and shifted slightly seaward (Figure 12 a,b). Although English

sole tows appeared quite concentrated in this region in the summer, no catches

over 500 pounds occurred in any of the years mapped (Figure 13). The lack of

large catches suggests this location may be an important feeding area for smaller

individuals or more a dispersed segment of the population.

Although fishing patterns corresponded with ecological parameters

associated with English sole, the correspondence can only be interpreted loosely,

due to the lack of spatial resolution of the data. Additionally, seasonal
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environmental conditions corresponding with seasonal migration patterns of

English sole likely influenced fishing behavior (Sampson, 1991). Thus, the maps

may more explicitly reflect the seasonal migrations of fishing boats, and conditions

effecting the accessibility and risk associated with fishing in particular areas.

These issues are discussed in greater detail below.

6.1.2 Fishing Influences on Catch Parameters and English Sole
Distribution Patterns

The behavior of fishers, and their decisions regarding where they chose to

fish are driven by many factors independent of ecological conditions that

determine the distribution of fish (Sampson, 1991). The economic, political, or

social environment within which the fishery exists influences both the distribution

of tows and reported yields. Although the species composition of English sole

tows was consistent between 1981-82 and 1994-96 (Table 3b) and reflected

shallow water assemblage, fishery assemblages are not necessarily ecological

assemblages. Catch composition is influenced by net selectivity (Rogers, et al

1992) and the pathway of the trawling vessel. Different net types are used within

the trawl fleet, including both mid-water and bottom trawl nets. Bottom nets come

in two forms; rockfish nets, which are equipped to fish in rocky environments of

variable relief, and sole nets which move over flat surfaces. Though the trawl

fishers target different habitat types in order to catch certain fish, they may

encounter a variety of habitat during one trawl. The catch would then consist of a

combination of fishes, which may live in proximity to one another, but do not

necessarily share the same habitat requirements. For this reason, the logbook

data do not provide explicit information on species association within areas smaller

than the pathway of the net.

The behavior of the trawl fleet resulted in reduced catches of English sole

and for this reason English sole tow rates and yields are inconsistent with the

increased abundance of English sole populations. The logbooks recorded a 46

percent decrease in the CPUE of English sole in the 94-96 period (Table 3a)

despite the fact that population estimates for the species between the two periods
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showed a ten-fold increase within its Oregon distribution (Sampson 1995, PMFC,

1998)

The offshore shift in the trawl fishery is likely one factor that contributed to

the 43 percent reduction in the frequency of English sole tows between 1981-82

and 1994-95 (Table 3a). The use of CPUE as a statistic to measure abundance

trends within large geographic blocks such as a latitudinal increment, when there

is within-increment change in the areas sampled (due to the change in average

depth), may summarize the information too broadly to see how catch weights

differed between the two periods. The tow frequency analysis however, did

support the reduction in magnitude of English sole spatially however, reflected by

changes in the English sole tow percentages between 46° - 47° N. English sole

tow frequencies in this increment decreased disproportionately in comparison to

the Overall fishery (Tables 2e, 3e) This either reflects a declining English sole

population in the areabetween 46° - 47° N, or may reflect a decreased economic

importance shallow tows in the later years.

The port of Astoria, and the 46° - 47° N increment fall within the range of

highest abundance growth (47°30' - 45°30') reported by Sampson (1995).

However, the number of English tows and the CPUE extracted from the 46 47°

increment was markedly lower in 1994-96 compared to 1981-82 (Table 3e, 4),

despite the reported increase in English sole biomass and abundance. In other

words, English Sole population dynamics were not reflected in the logbook

records.

One of the reasons for the increased abundance in English sole

populations between 1977-1992 may, in fact be related to the release of fishing

pressure from the trawl fleet in the nearshore areas. These regions were heavily

fished in the early years following the establishment of the EEZ , as illustrated by

the differences in the tow density of nearshore in the 1981-82, relative to the later

years (Figures 7, 15). Although no direct cause and effect relationship has been

determined regarding Impacts by trawl nets on flathsh communities, physical

damage to sand and mud substrates in the nearshore areas, prior to the

movement offshore may have disrupted ecological processes, which contributed to

English sole production. It has been suggested that trawling may disturb the

epifaunal communities (Kaiser, 1998; Watling, et al., 1988) which both serve as a
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food source to English sole (NMFS, 1998) and hold the sediments together to

reduce the impact of strong currents and waves (Kaiser, 1998; Watling, et al.,

1988) and induce changes soil biochemistry in anoxic sediments, lowering food

quality for the demersal production base (Kaiser, 1998; Watling, et al. 1988).

Economic and technological changes within the Oregon trawl fishery, and

the structure of harvest regulation policies may explain the offshore emphasis and

diminished English sole catches between 1981-82 and 1994-96. Fishing

technology improved considerably, making fish easier to catch and faster to locate.

Price increases for some deeper water species (such as Sablefish and

Thornyheads) between 1994-96 (Figure 6b) are likely to have influenced fishing

patterns, as deeper waters would result in higher profits. In addition, market

limitations on English sole in 1994-96 may have resulted in English sole bycatch

(Sampson, 1999; pers. Commun), such that unknown amounts of may have been

caught, and tossed overboard, and therefore were not recorded in the logbook.

Trip limits also may have affected the spatial and temporal patterns of

groundfish trawls. Most of the species that represented the dominant components

of the catch biomass in both 1981-82 and 1994-96, (particularly rockfishes, and

sablefish) were regulated by trip limits which monitored each vessel's harvest

within weekly, monthly, or bimonthly time periods (PMFC, 1998; Table 2b). Trip

limits might have influenced the pattern of catches as the regulatory process of trip

limits might have necessitated concentration of effort on the species regulated by

a trip limits early in the time window. After a vessel had reached the volume of

catch allowed by the trip limit, as the fisher would not have been able to sell it,

and it would no longer have been profitable fish for that species. This would have

maximized the catches of deep-water species and rockfishes early in the time

window, until the limits were reached. The fisher may then have avoided areas

inhabited by trip-limit species, and fished in different areas for English sole (or

other species) until the new time window for the trip-limit species began. The

inseason monitoring of the trip limit means that managers could close the fishery

for a regulated species if the landed catches reached volume which threatened to

exceed the quota for the time period. The threat of a closure of an economically

valuable species may have served as incentive for fishers to expedite the catch of



their allotment before their competitors. This implies that trip limits may have

intensified the offshore shift of fishing effort in 1994-1996.

6.1.3 Measuring Productivity with Logbook Data

In this study, the relative productivity of the English sole fishery in different

places and years was measured by looking at changes in incidence of English

sole in tows and the volume of English catches. However, there are several

reasons why trends in biological productivity for English sole are difficult to

measure using logbook data.

Firstly, it is hard to gauge how productive the English sole fishery was in

the 1994-96 years, when the spatial distribution and the species composition of

the Overall fishery changed so drastically from what it had been in 1981-82. As a

consequence, the "sampling" of the English sole population between periods was

not standardized such that the measurement trends in productivity, using the

logbook record (for the years selected) was possible. Logbook data only provide a

description of the locations in which the natural, biological distribution of a species

overlaps with the distribution of fishing effort (Figure 1 8a). For example, when

English sole is brought up on the deck of a fishing boat in a particular area, one

can infer that that area contains the habitat and ecological requirements suitable to

that fish. The existence of the fish at that location will only be recorded in the

logbook if the fish were caught and sold. If the fish was located in an area that

was not sample in a particular year by the fishery, or has never been sampled by

the fishery at all, that information is missing from the maps (Figure 1 8b). The

logbook data only report where the species was caught and sold within the

locations sampled by the fishery (Figure 1 8c) but report nothing about absence of

the species in unsampled locations (Figure 1 8d). Thus, the records provide only a

partial and subjective description of English sole distribution.

In 1981-82, when groundfish tows were strongly clustered (Figure 9), errors

of omission from unfished areas may have been large. However in
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Figure 18: Logbook Record Information
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1994-1996, there were very few areas between 50 and 200 fm that were not

sampled by the trawl fishery. In 1981-82, regions between ports probably resulted

in under-representation of English sole in the catch data, whereas in the nineties,

the lack of tows inshore reduced the number of occurrences of English sole in the

data. Trends might be more easily identified using a sequential years rater than

two 2-year periods separated in time.

A second aspect of the logbook record that makes productivity difficult to

compare is the unaccounted for changes in the economic and technological

aspects of the fishery which occurred during the 12-year period between 1981-82

and 1994-96. The catch biomass in English tows in this study was standardized

and reported as catch per unit effort (CPUE) to account for differences in the

length of the tow, which is one measure of fishing effort that influences the

magnitude of catches between tows. Tow duration is not the only variable that

influences differences in catch weights, however as individual vessels and fleets

from different ports may differ in their fishing power and therefore catch more or

less English sole due to their fishing efficiency (Sampson, 1997). The efficiency

of a fishing fleet may be comparable within a 10 year period, but any study of

catch weight amounts between periods over ten years may be inaccurate due to

changes in the fishing ability of the fleet (Fox and Starr, 1996). As this study did

not account for changes in fishing power between vessels, ports and years, the

differences in English CPUE and in the locations of large catches can only suggest

trends, rather than compare their magnitudes absolutely.

Thirdly, as the trawl fleet only sampled adult fish of a certain size range, the

logbook data supplies little information about recruitment of juvenile fishes to the

fishery.



6.2 PART 2: Harvest Refugia for English Sole

The primary goals for designating harvest ref ugia as a management

strategy in Oregon coastal waters, are 1) to rebuild overlished stocks, 2) to

enhance long-term biological productivity, 3) to enhance long-term economic

productivity; and 4) to provide insurance against errors in fishery management

(PMFC, 1 999a). The goal of the harvest refuge determines the value of particular

locations and their associated attributes. Kripke and Fujita, (1999) summarize the

differences between ref ugia designed to insure against management failure

(insurance - type) versus the qualities of refugia designed to enhance population

productivity or rebuild depleted fish stocks (productivity-type). In the case of the

former, refuge design seeks to maximize the ratio between the area of the reserve

and its perimeter, putting a large spatial buffer between the species within the

reserve and the impacts of fishing. These reserves may be designed to

temporarily shelter a segment of the population from fishing to ensure that there is

always a portion of the population "tucked away" for use by the fleet in the event

that the species becomes overlished in other areas. The insurance-type refuge

differs from the productivity-type reserve by concentrating on the amount of

harvest in a particular area, with attention to both current and historical patterns of

fishing.

In comparison, the productivity-type reserve is more attentive to particulars

about the location that are particular to the biological needs of the species (Kripke,

and Fujita, 1999). In this case, reserve designers seek to minimize area-perimeter

ratios, to protect the spawning biomass and maximize export to fishery grounds.

In this case, knowledge of habitat, and the locations and abundance of different

life history stages would be more important than fishing patterns (Allison et al.,

1998; Kripke and Fujita 1999; Fogarty and Murawski, 1998.)

The identification of spatial relationships between components of relevance

to fishery species are necessary to determine where marine harvest ref ugia might

be located for that species. (Allison et. al., 1998; Fogarty and Murawski, 1998).

For most marine fish, the geographical relationship between spawning locales and

nursery areas is unknown (Allison et. al., 1998). For refugia designed to enhance
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abundance and productivity, species with planktonic larvae, such as English sole,

are the most difficult fish to determine the appropriate size, number, and locations,

as their life history stages are distributed across large and variable spatial scales.

Although It is not possible to determine the exact locations of nursery areas

using logbook data, the literature provides clues as to what biological and physical

processes play a role in English sole recruitment. Spawning for the northern

Oregon English sole population occurs between January and April, with peak

spawning in March. For the southern population, encompassing the region near

the border with California, the spawning period is more extended, occurring

between September and May. Incorporating both of these populations, English

sole reproductive output potentially exists in the plankton from September through

August: in other words, year round. Northward and inshore movement of larvae

may dominate in the winter, and southward and offshore movement of larvae may

occur in the summer. This would allow for Oregon stocks to serve as source

populations for, and receive recruits from, populations along the entire west coast,

from Alaska to Baja California (NMFS, 1998). For the purposes of this study we

will assume that there is no clear recruitment geography for the English sole

fishery in Oregon shelf waters.

Without an understanding of the recruitment geography of Oregon English

sole populations, we do not know which geographic areas within its range are

most important protect, however, the maps provide a snapshot of current and

historical patterns in fishing intensity. The pattern of groundfish trawls have

changed somewhat in terms of shape and location, resulting in some areas

receiving more impacts between the early and late periods, (between 44-48 °N

and between 200 - 800 fathoms), and some areas receiving less impact (between

41-44 °N and nearshore waters < 50 fathoms) (Figure 7). They also show that

some areas have received continued fishing pressure, the most consistent overlap

occurring in the region between mouth of the Columbia River and the 200-fathom

contour. The distribution of English sole yield in different areas of the fishery

overlaps with that of effort for the most part, with the exception of the increment

between 47-48°N. As this study provided limited information about the spatial

relationships involved in recruitment and productivity, but did provide information

about fishing intensity, the methods I selected to identify locations for English sole



harvest ref ugia are based on the assumption that the goal of the reserve is to

insure against management failure.

6.2.1 Site Selection Criteria and Location Ranking

The selection of locations for harvest ref ugia for English sole off the

Oregon coast in the following section is based on the assumption that the ref ugia

are designed to insure against management failure. Therefore I will require that

locations should reflect importance to the fishery for English sole, both in terms of

beneficial harvests and frequency of fishing activity. Five selection criteria using

information from this study were used to distinguish the relative value different

geographic regions within the fishery, as candidates for locations of harvest

refugia. The selection criteria were:

The frequency of English sole tows caught within each region

The biomass of English sole extracted from within each region, based
on the relative percentage of CPUE

The presence or absence of large catches within the region
The level of fishing pressure within each region based on the total
number of tows (English or otherwise)

The presence of any physical or biological characteristics of
Ecological value to the production of English sole

Eight geographic "regions" were evaluated as potential locations for

harvest refugia. Seven of the eight regions were delimited by latitude, and the

remaining region was defined by depth. Names were given based on their

locations, for purposes of identification and discussion. Each region was given

between 0-2 points for the different selection criteria for both 1981-82 and 1994-

96. For the percentage categories, no points were given to locations that

contained less than 10 percent of the total for each period, one point was given for

a location which received more than 10 percent of the total, and two points were
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given to regions which received more than 20 percent of the total. The regions and

their priority rankings are tabulated in Table 5.

Astoria received the highest ranking, with a total of 15 points, as it had over

twenty percent English tow percentage, English CPUE percentage, and Fishing

Intensity percentages in both 1981-82 and 1994-96. It had large catches in both

periods, and was given a point for Ecological value due to the presence of the

Columbia River Estuary (Table 5). Newport followed with ten points, followed by

Nearshore (9) and Brookings (7) (Table 5). The nearshore region was given an

Ecological value point due to its importance to Juvenile rearing and because

adults spawn within 50 fathoms. Brookings was given an Ecological value point, as

it is near the border between the two Oregon stocks, and is the region of the

strongest upwelling along the coast, and therefore is an important area for larval

feeding.

6.2.2 Selection of Sites for Hypothetical Harvest Refugia off the
Oregon Coast

The priority ranking is useful means to produce a general look at the

relative importance of different regions to the English sole fishery, however the

assessment is lacking, as it evaluates patterns of yield and fishing intensity as

static entities, although 12 year period occurred between the periods assessed.

As harvest refuges are created to enhance productivity in the long term, recent

patterns may be more significant than historical patterns. In addition, economic

stability is also a goal of a fishery-based conservation area; therefore, harvest

ref ugia need to include aspects of economic feasibility as well as biological

productivity (Salm, et al, 1994).



Location Name

High

Prop. LARGE Fishing

E-S High Catches lntensity** E.

Tows* Biomass* ** * Value Points Rank

Above 20% or 2 points

+ Above 10% or 1 point

Below 10 % or 0 points

*From Table 4

**From Map 15

From Table 2

****From Table 3

Selection Criteria
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Table 5: Priority Ranking for English Sole Harvest Refugia off the Oregon Coast

(°N)

81-

82

94-

96

81-

82

94-

96

81-

82

94-

96

81-

82

94-

96

48-49 C.Flattery - + + 2 8

47-48 C. Elizabeth - + + + 5 6

46-47 Astoria ++ ++ ++ ++ + + ++ ++ + 15 1

45-46 Tillamook + + + + 4 7

44-45 Newport + ++ + + + + + ++ 10 2

43-44 Coos Bay + + + ++ + 6 5

42-43 Brookings ++ + + + + + 7 4

(tm)

>50 Nearshore ++ + + + ++ + +
**** ****

Legend
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A map of hypothetical locations from the Priority Ranking for harvest

ref ugia is provided in Figure 19. The sizes of the different areas are an artifact of

the spatial resolution of the study, but the delineation of places allows for

discussion of how managers might weigh possible choices to select a single areas

or a collection of areas for harvest refugia. The large sizes are most adaptable to

the goal of insuring against management failure, as the larger area to perimeter

ratio would most effectively buffer a portions of English sole populations and their

habitats from the impacts of fishing gear. There are many approaches which could

be taken as a means to identify English sole harvest refuge locations based on

changing fishing levels, and three general ideas are listed below.

Protect areas that;

Have had constant fishing pressure throughout the life of the fishery, as

these areas are likely the most in need of rehabilitation.

Have had high fishing activity in the past but are not currently being

exploited, as legal, deliberate restrictions from fishing would ensure that

recovery processes already in motion would continue if this area

becomes desirable for the fleet in the future

Have never been exploited, as they are relatively pristine and have

been responsible for maintaining the population under historical and

current fishing practices.

Based on the idea that harvest ref ugia should be designed to protect areas

which have had sustained impacts by trawl fishing over long periods of time,

(option 1 above), Astoria and Newport would be the most important areas to place

harvest ref ugia for English sole. Astoria (Figure 19) is the most attractive location

for the protection of English sole. This area received the majority of fishing

pressure in both time periods of the study, and has maintained a high proportion of

English tows and biomass during those periods. The ecological properties of the

estuary of the Columbia River are important components of the productivity of the

shelf regions of the Oregon coast as it is a source of sediments, and nutrient rich



Figure 19: Hypothetical harvest ref ugia for English sole
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freshwater. English sole life history is largely associated with estuarine

environments as nursery grounds (NMFS, 1998; Hewitt, 1980), therefore of all the

regions of the coast, the Columbia River mouth is likely an essential component of

English sole productivity coast wide. However, a harvest refuge in these areas

clearly would produce economic and social strain for the Newport and Astoria

fleets. Because the fishing activity within Oregon waters is geographically

segregated by port, siting a marine reserve in this area would unfairly penalize

certain fishers. Additionally, the deeper areas may not be as important to English

sole and therefore would restrict fishing beyond the bounds of the refuge goal.

The Brookings and Newport regions (Figure 19), correspond more closely

to option number 2, particularly in the region within 50 fathoms. In the inshore

regions, fishing has historically occurred but was not an important component of

the 1994-96 logbook record. Restricting Newport boats from fishing offshore

would reduce the economic feasibility of the refuge being a success and would

likely cause conflicts.

The Nearshore area (Figure 19) includes all three regions mentioned

above, and the spaces between them but is confined within the 50-fathom contour.

These regions would likely include most of the English sole spawning and

recruitment areas found within the Oregon continental shelf. Selection of the

Nearshore region leave the deeper water fisheries for the fleet and would make

harvest restrictions more equitable among ports, as all ports would have to

sacrifice the nearshore waters within 50 fathoms of their port. As the nearshore

areas are did not appear to be a focus of the fishery, and might even be avoided,

(especially rocky reefs near Perpetua Bank (Figure 3)) they are likely to be easier

to enforce, as restrictions on fishing here would cause less conflicts than in the

deeper water areas.

The areas delimited in Figure 19 are used as a means to discuss how

logbook data could be used to make decisions that include the perspective of the

commercial fishing industry, as they are derived from fishing patterns. If areas can

be selected in an equitable way and appear to include important ecological

characteristics to English sole production, there are still factors that need to be

taken into consideration. In particular, any harvest refuge establishment would
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produce a geographic response of the fishing fleet. Establishment of harvest

ref ugia inshore could lead to increased fishing pressure offshore. As species

along the continental shelf partition the environment along depth gradients, any

protective measures for a shallow water species, are likely to adversely affect

deeper water species. A zoning could be adapted to allow for some nearshore

fishing and some protected regions in deeper waters however, displaced effort is

likely to shift to another area, and the periphery of the reserves will receive more

intense fishing effort.

The use of several closed area rotations between different ref ugia may

help to spread the economic cost between areas over time, and allow access to

historically productive areas for important fish species to fishing boats. Many

authors advocate a combination of reduction in effort (number of boats) with a

refuge system (Fogarty, and Murawski, 1998; Allison et al, 1998; Agardi, T.,1997).

Marine harvest ref ugia are not the ultimate solution to fishery management crisis

along the West coast, and there is a long stage of planning ahead if refuges are to

be designated to meet whichever set goals are decided upon. Ideally, any refuge

will designed in order to coordinate the biological goals of the managers with the

economic needs of the industry. Use of logbook data in the planning stages may

set the stage for future cooperation further down the line.



7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Harvest ref ugia are an alternative fishery management tool that is currently

being explored as a means to protect overfished stocks in the Groundfish fishery

off the coasts of Oregon, Washington and California. There are many possible

goals for harvest refugia, including 1) rebuild overtished stocks, 2) enhancement

of long-term biological productivity, 3) enhancement of long-term economic

productivity; and 4) insurance against errors in fishery management. The

particular goals selected influence the value of attributes of particular locations

selected to restrict fishing. The over arching goal of any particular ref ugia plan is

the long-term sustainability of fisheries. The long-term sustainability of fisheries is

most important to commercial fishers, as they are economically dependant on

marine fish for their livelihoods. Thus, it can be said that fishers have the most to

gain and to loose if harvest ref ugia are put into place.

This study utilized logbook data from the commercial fishery to look at

patterns and trends in the Groundfish fishery, and to identify, based on fishing

behavior, where harvest ref ugia might be place to protect one fishery species by

ensuring against management failure. Logbook data, contribute to research on

marine reserves in general, as well as research specifically focused toward

harvest refugia, by enhancing understanding of how and where fishery resources

are used. In addition, use of Logbook data in refuge planning, permits the

inclusion of commercial fishery which may enhance cooperation with boundary

restrictions on fishing.

The study showed that a good deal of Oregon shelf waters has been

trawled, either historically, or more recently. It found that fishing patterns change

over time, and suggested how external factors may have induced the changes.

This being the case, harvest refuge planners should attempt to predict what

responses might be to the establishment of harvest refugia, and then use those

predictions to evaluate whether or not the goals of the reserves are likely to be

met.
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Appendix I: Depth Assemblages of Oregon Continental Shelf Groundfish Species

This is a very broad classification as it was difficult to combine the findings of studies succinctly,
due to the broad range of assemblage studies.

The studies differed in the data source used, years of sampling, and methods for clustering the
species groups into assemblages

Not all species are neccessarily included in the lists

Deepwater Shallow

Rockfish
Splitnose Rockfish Stripetail Rockfish
Darkblotched Rockfish Boccaccio
Shortspine Thornyhead Shortbelly rockfish
Pacific Ocean Perch Widow Rockfish
Flag Rockfish Canary Rockfish
Rougheye Rockfish Chilipepper
Black Gill rockfish Sharpchin Rockfish
Bank rockfish Silvergrey Rockfish
Vermillion rockfish Redstripe Rockfish
Vermillion Rockfish Rosethorn Rockfish
Shortraker Rockfish Yellowtail rockfish
Yellowmouth rockfish Canary Rockfish
Aurora Rockfish

Flathsh

Sablefish Lingcod
Pacific Whiting Spiny Dogfish
Raffish Longnose Skate
Longnose catshark Pacific Cod
Filetail Catshark Eulachon
Brown Catshark Big Skate
Black Skate Walleye Pollock
Roughtail Skate Chinook Salmon

Pacific Herring
American Shad
Jack Makerel
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Dover sole Sand sole
Rex Sole Starry Flounder
Arrowtooth Flounder Pacific Sandab

Flathead Sole
Slender sole
Pacific Halibut
Rock sole
Petrale sole

Other



Appendix Table II

(a): Original Logbook Data Fields for Years 1981-82 and 1994-96.

81-82 94-96
HOR GEAR H_ENGLISH H_WHITING
VER VESSEL ENGLISH WHITING
PORT CREW H_ROCKSOLE H_PACCOD
GEAR FUEL ROCKSOLE PACCOD
LAND_MONTH TRIPCAT H_PETRALE H_LINGCOD
LAND YEAR DEPARTPORT PETRALE LINGCOD
DATE_TOW DEPARTIME H_DOVER H_SABLE
DEPTH RETURNTIME DOVER SABLE
BLOCK RETURNPORT H_REXSOLE H_PACMACK
LAT DEPARTDATE REXSOLE PACMACK
LON RETURNDATE H_STARRY H_JACMACK
HR_EFFORT NTOW STARRY JACMACK
LB_DOVER TOWDATE H_BUTTER H_SHARK
LB_SABLE DURATION BUTTER SHARK
LB_CHANNEL SETTIME H_SANDDAB H_SKATE
LB_POP UPTIME SANDDAB SKATE
LB_WIDOW CHAN 1 H_SANDSOLE H_STURGEON
LB_MISROCK LORAN 1 SANDSOLE STURGEON
LB_LING LATITUDE H_CURLFIN H_SQUID
LB_ENGLISH CHAN 2 CURLFIN SQUID
LB_PETRALE LORAN 2 H_ARROWTH H_OCTOPUS
LB_HAKE LONGITUDE ARROWTOOTH OCTOPUS
LB_ROCSOLE BLOCK H_MISCFLAT H_MISC
LB_REXSOLE GIS BLOCK MISCFLAT MISC
LB_STARRY STATEAREA H_SMALLROC
LB_BUTTER PMFCAREA SMALLROCK
LB_SANDDAB BOTDEPTH H_POP
LB_CURLFIN NETDEPTH POP
LB_SNDSOLE NETTYPE H_WIDOW
LB_ARROW TARGETSP WIDOW
LB_FLATFSH GROSS H_YELLOWTL
LB_PACCOD YELLOWTAIL
LB_NOMPOP H_BLACKRF
LB_YELTAIL BLACKRF
LB_SKATE H_CANARYRF
LB_SHARK CANARYRF
LB_GRNSTUR H_THORNY
LB_WHTSTUR THORNY
LB_STURG H_SSTHORNY
LB_OCTOPUS SSTHORNY
LB_SQUID H_LSTHORNY
LB_MISFISH LSTHORNY
LB_TOW H_MISCROCK
FIL_FLAG MISCROCK
UNADJ_LON
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Appendix Table II

(b): Logbook Data Fields used in study.

81-82 94-96
PORT TRIPCAT
DATE_TOW DEPARTPORT
DEPTH TOWDATE
LAT DURATION
LON LATITUDE
HR_EFFORT LONGITUDE
LB_DOVER BLOCK
LB_SABLE BOTDEPTH
LB_CHANNEL GROSS
LB_POP H_ENGLISH
LB_WIDOW ENGLISH
LB_MISROCK ROCKSOLE
LB_LING PETRALE
LB_ENGLISH DOVER
LB_PETRALE REXSOLE
LB_HAKE STARRY
LB_ROCSOLE BUTTER
LB_REXSOLE SANDDAB
LB_STARRY SANDSOLE
LB_BUTTER CURLFIN
LB_SANDDAB ARROWTOOTH
LB_CURLFIN MISCFLAT
LB_SNDSOLE SMALLROCK
LB_ARROW POP
LB_FLATFSH WIDOW
LB_PACCOD YELLOWTAIL
LB_NOMPOP BLACKRF
LB_YELTAIL CANARYRF
LB_SKATE THORNY
LB_SHARK SSTHORNY
LB_GRNSTUR LSTHORNY
LB_WHTSTUR MISCROCK
LB_STURG WHITING
LB_OCTOPUS PACCOD
LB_SQUID LINGCOD
LB_MISFISH SABLE
LB_TOW PAC MACK

JACMACK
SHARK
SKATE
STURGEON
SQUID
OCTOPUS
MISC
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Appendix Ill: Grid Cell Widths and Heights for Chloropleth maps

Variation in the Length of a degree of Latitude(measured along the meridian)*

Variation in the Length of a degree of Longitude (measured along the parallel)*

* Latidude/Longitude lengths for each increment taken from Muehrcke, P. and Muehrcke, J.
1998. Map Use: Reading, Analysis abd Interpretation Fourth Edition, J.P Publications, P.O
Box 44173 Madison, Wisconsin, 53744-4173
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Longitude Meters Cell Width (degrees) Meters Kilometers of Cell Height Average
1640

41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

85369
84137
82853
81543
80208
78849
77466
76058
74628
73174

0.2 17073.8
0.2 16827.4
0.2 16570.6
02 16308.6
0.2 16041.6
0.2 15769.8
0.2 15493.2
0.2 15211.6
0.2 14925.6
0.2 14634.8

17.07
16.83
16.57
16.31
16.04
15.77
15.49
15.21
14.93
14.63

Latitude Meters Cell Width (degrees) Meters Kilometers of Cell Width Average
2240-41

41-42
42-43
43-44
44-45
45-46
46-47
47-48
48-49

111042
111062
111082
111101
111121
111141
111161
111180
111200

0.2 22208.5
0.2 22212.4
0.2 22216.3
0.2 22220.3
0.2 22224.2
0.2 22228.2
0.2 22232.1
0.2 22236
0.2 22240

22.21
22.21
22.22
22.22
22.22
22.23
22.23
22.24
22.24




